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Abbreviations

3' 3 primed end

5' 5 primed end

A adenosine

ADP adenosine diphosphate

aa amino acids

b bases

bp base pairs

BDNF brain derived growth factor

BSA bovine serum albumin

C cytosine

CaM Ca++/calmodulin dependent kinase

cAMP cyclic adenosine monophosphate

CFR cysteine rich FGF receptor

CNS central nervous system

CRE cAMP/calcium response element

CREB cAMP/calcium response element binding protein

DAG diacylglycerol

dbcAMP dibutryl cAMP

DIV day in vitro

DTT dithiotheritol

EGF epidermal growth factor

E embryonic day

EDTA ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid

EGF epidermal growth factor

EGFR epidermal growth factor receptor

EGTA ethyleneglycol-bis(β-aminoethyl ether)N,N,N',N'-tetraacetic acid

EMSA electrophoretic mobility shift assay

ER endoplasmic reticulum

Erk extracellular regulated kinase

FCS foetal calf serum

FGF fibroblast growth factor
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FGFR fibroblast growth factor receptor

FRS-2 fibroblast growth factor receptor substrate-2

G guanine

GAGs glycosaminoglycans

GFAP glial fibrillary acidic protein

GTP guanine triphosphate

h hour(s)

HMW high molecular weight isoform (of FGF-2)

HS horse serum

HSPG heparan sulphate proteoglycan

IEG immediate-early gene

IP3 inositol 1,4,5 triphosphate

IR immunoreactive

JAK/STAT janus kinases/signal transducers

LMW low molecular weight isoform (of FGF-2)

MAPK mitogen activated protein kinase

MAP2 microtubule associated protein 2

MEK MAPK kinase

min minute(s)

NGF nerve growth factor

NT-3 neurotrophin-3

NT-4/5 neurotrophin-4/5

PCR polymerase chain reaction

pCREB phosphorylated cAMP/calcium response element binding protein

PI-3K phosphatidyl inositol 3 kinase

PKA protein Kinase A

PKC protein Kinase C

PLCγ phospholipase Cγ

PMSF phenylmethylsulphonyl fluoride

PTB phosphotyrosine binding domain

RT-PCR reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction

SH2 src homology 2 domain 

SH3 src homology 3 domain 
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T thymidine

TRIS Tris (hydroxymethyl)- aminomethane

TGFα transforming growth factor-alpha

TGFβ transforming growth factor-beta

UTR untranslated region
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1. Introduction
The development of the central nervous system (CNS) requires the precise spatial

and temporal execution of such events as proliferation and migration of precursor cells,

determination of cell fates, as well as morphological differentiation of specific cell types.

In addition, proper functioning cellular connections between different resulting cell types

must be constructed in order to ensure the correct formation of ordered structures during

organogenesis e.g., the simple neural tube during the initial stages, and the formation of

complex brain regions such as the cortex during the later stages.

The human brain consists of over 1011 cells as well as 1014 synapses (Smith, 1996),

and therefore the 30-40,000 genes encoded in the human genome alone cannot specify such

complexity. Epigenesis, a gradual mechanism that allows considerable elaboration, is the

commonly accepted mechanism by which these previously mentioned events could be

controlled. Whilst genes lay down the general plan, epigenetic factors can guide cells to

their fate through a complicated interaction of chemical concentration gradients, to which

the cells are sensitive. In order to induce regeneration of the nervous system after disease or

damage, similar mechanisms have to be induced. A multitude of factors control the

development and functions of neurones and glia, these include peptidergic growth factors,

neurotransmitters, as well as steroids. Deciphering the interactions between them, will

result in a better understanding of the mechanisms of development, as well as aiding the

future development of therapies for cases of CNS damage. 

1.1 Fibroblast growth factors (FGFs)

The FGFs form a family of structurally related polypeptide factors and are members

of a larger heparin binding growth factor family (HBGF). In a core region of 120 amino

acids (aa) the, to date, over 20 FGF members show between 22%-100% homology

(Szebenyi and Fallon, 1999). Each family member is encoded by a separate gene, having

similar structures in most cases, consisting of three coding exons in fgf-1 to -6, fgf-15, and

the invertebrate fgfs. These exons each encode a parallel β strand that fold to form a

structural domain termed the β trefoil, which geometrically resembles a trigonal pyramid

(Murzin et al., 1992).

Differential translation sites also lead to a number of fgf isoforms. The fgf-2 gene,

for example, has three alternative 5' CUG translation sites that result in high molecular

weight (HMW) isoforms in addition to the low molecular weight (LMW) isoform of FGF-
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2 that is initiated from the canonical AUG codon. The HMW isoforms (20-22.5 kDa)

contain nuclear localisation sequences, which the LMW (18 kDa) isoform lacks, the latter

therefore is located predominantly in the cytoplasm. Neverthetless, both HMW and LMW

isoforms have been found in the nucleus of different types of cells. 

FGFs can be secreted from cells even though some family members lack consensus

secretory signal sequences. The LMW isoform of FGF-2 has been shown to be secreted via

a novel, energy dependent pathway different to the normal ER-golgi exocytosis pathway

(Florkiewicz et al., 1995).

1.2 FGF receptors

FGFs are known to bind to three types of receptors: the FGF Receptors (FGFR),

HSPGs (heparan sulphate proteoglycans) and the CFR (cysteine rich FGF receptor). The

fgfr gene family was probably derived from a single ancestral gene that expanded to the

four genes that are found in all vertebrates (Couiler et al., 1997). There is from 60 to 95%

aa sequence identity between the four receptors, the most conserved regions lying within

the signal transduction domains (Szebenyi and Fallon, 1999). FGFR gene structure is also

conserved, containing at least 17 exons, with similarly located exon/intron boundaries with

normal splice sites (Givol and Yayon., 1992). Consensus transcription factor binding sites

have been located in the 5’ flanking regions of some but not all FGFRs. Although the fgfr3

gene has no TATA or CCAAT sequences, there are consensus sites for ap2, sp1, krox24,

and zeste binding proteins (Perez-Castro et al., 1995). Conversely, no consensus sites have

yet been identified in the promoter regions of either fgfr1 or fgfr2.

FGFRs are single transmembrane proteins, with a characteristic extracellular

domain consisting of Ig loops, cysteine-flanked immuno-globulin-like motifs, an acidic

box, a heparin binding region, and a cell adhesion molecule (CAM) domain (Szebenyi and

Fallon, 1999). The intracellular region includes a juxtamembrane domain, two conserved

kinase domains, a kinase insert region, and a number of autophosphorylation sites that

interact with intracellular accessory molecules (Doherty and Walsh, 1996; Friesel and

Maciag 1995; Mohammadi et al., 1996). FGF binds to the FGFR within a 139 aa region

between the Ig-2 and Ig-3 loops, whilst ligand selectivity is specified by the structure of the

Ig-3 loop (Wang et al., 1995; Ornitz et al., 1995). The Ig-1 loop is the least conserved Ig

loop, and is not required for ligand binding. The acidic box binds divalent cations such as

calcium, copper, manganese, and magnesium which are required in the formation of the
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correct structural conformation of the FGFR (Kan et al., 1996). L1, NCAM, and N-

cadherin cell adhesion molecules have been shown to bind to the FGFR receptor at the

CAM site (Doherty et al., 1996). The juxtamembrane region binds PKC, and controls the

amount of FGFR expressed on the cell surface due to differential phosphorylation at

distinct sites (Asakai et al., 1995). The kinase domains and phosphorylation sites are

required for intracellular signalling.

FGFRs are alternatively spliced. The C-terminal half of the Ig3 loop is encoded by

three different exons, A-C. Splice variants containing the A exon are secreted, whilst the

unsecreted FGFRs containing B or C exons differ in their ligand binding properties

(Szebenyi and Fallon, 1999; Ornitz et al., 1996). Although FGFR1 can be enzymatically

hydrolysed by gelatinase A (a matrix metalloproteinase), the ability of the receptor to bind

the ligand is unaltered (Levi et al., 1996).

FGFRs have been located on the plasma membrane, and also detected in the nuclear

envelope and in the nuclear matrix of G1 mitotic cells (Kilkenny and Hill 1996; Stachowiak

et al., 1997b). Splice variants of FGFR1 (three Ig loop containing), and FGFR3 (lacking the

transmembrane domain) have been found in the nucleus (Prudovsky et al., 1996; Johnston

et al., 1995).

The FGFRs can also mediate the endocytosis and transport within cells of

extracellular-derived FGFs. The different FGFRs seem to utilise different mechanisms.

FGFR1-mediated internalisation is dependent on the phosphotyrosine activity of the

receptor, while FGFR4-mediated internalisation shows no such dependency (Munoz et al.,

1997, Sorokin et al., 1994). FGF-2 endocytosis is mediated through caveole,

tubulovesicular early endosomes, multivesicular late endosomes, and lysosomes (Gleizes et

al., 1996) and the retrograde axonal transport of FGF-2 is microtubule-dependent (Blottner

et al., 1997).

HSPGs are sulphated glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) covalently bound to a core

protein, and loacated in the plasma membrane. They can bind both FGFs, as well as

FGFRs, at certain oligosaccharides located on the heperan sulphate sidechains, and are

highly specific for each ligand: The aa involved in binding are not conserved in the

different FGFs (Szebenyi and Fallon 1999). HSPGs are thought to be involved as either

cofactors, indirectly influencing FGF signalling by altering the conformation of the FGFRs,

or as active parts of the signalling mechanism (Fernig and Gallagher, 1994). HSPGs have

also been shown to increase the affinity of FGFs to their receptors, and to protect FGFs in
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the extracellular matrix from degradation, and may be therefore involved in sustained

cellular responses induced by FGFs (Donohue et al., 1997).

CFR is a little studied 150-160 kDa FGF binding protein and has been located in

both the plasma as well as the medial golgi membranes (Gonatas et al., 1995). The protein

has a single transmembrane domain, an extracellular domain containing 16 cysteine-rich

repeats, as well as a short intracellular tail (Szebenyi and Fallon et al., 1999). CFR may

have a role in the regulation of intracellular levels of FGFs, as CFR over-expression within

cells leads to a reduced cytoplasmic accumulation of FGF-1 and FGF-2 (Zuber et al.,

1997).

1.3 FGF signalling- the FGFR as a typical tyrosine kinase receptor

The FGFRs are structurally similar to other receptor tyrosine kinases, and activate

prototypic signalling pathways. Signal transduction is initiated upon ligand binding, and

subsequent receptor dimer autophosphorylation (Heldin 1995). Seven phosphorylation sites

have been mapped in FGFR1 (Mohammadi et al., 1996). The signalling pathways of

FGFR1 have been studied in most detail. Mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK),

phospholipase C gamma (PLC-γ), protein kinase C (PKC), to 1,4,5 triphosphate (IP3) and

subsequent Ca++ release are well-documented signalling molecules activated by FGFs

(Fig.1).

After receptor phosphorylation Src homology 2 (SH2) domain containing proteins

and phosphotyrosine binding domain (PTB) proteins bind phosphotyrosines. Examples of

these binding proteins include SHC which is a SH2 domain containing protein and FGFR

substrate 2 (FRS2) which is a PTB. Both SHC and FRS2 can bind to other tyrosine kinases,

such as the nerve growth factor (NGF) receptor, TrkA (Ong et al., 2000, Segal and

Greenberg, 1996). These docking proteins then become targets for another SH2 domain-

containing protein, Grb2 (Lowenstein et al., 1992). In addition to the SH2 domain, Grb2

also has a Src homology 3 domain (SH3) which can associate with the Ras GTP exchange

factor Sos, thereby activating the small G protein Ras. Ras is able to recruit Raf-1, a serine-

threonine MAPK kinase kinase (MAPKKK), which activates MEK (MAPKK), which in

turn leads to an activation of the MAPKs: Erk1 (p44) and Erk2 (p42). These then

translocate to the nucleus where they are able to lead to the induction of transcription

factors such as c-fos, c-jun and p70 S6 kinase (Kanda et al., 1997).

PLC-γ can hydrolyse phosphatidyl inositol IP3 and diacylglycerol (DAG). IP3 can
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induce the release of Ca++ from internal cellular stores, while DAG can activate PKC, a

serine/threonine kinase. Raf-1 can also be phosphorylated in a PLC-γ dependent manner

(Huang et al., 1995).

Figure 1 
FGF signalling pathways. A schematic diagram showing possible signalling pathways activated by FGFRs
within the cell (Taken from Szebenyi and Fallon, 1999).

1.4 Activities of FGFs during neural development

FGFs are present during the earliest stages of development, and have important

roles during gastrulation, mesoderm formation, the patterning of the primary body axis and

limbs, as well as during neural development.

After signals from the dorsal mesoderm lead to an inhibition of epidermal

development, FGF signalling pathways are required for the primary neuronal inducers such

as noggin or the dominant negative activin receptor to induce neuronal induction (Launay

et al., 1996; Mayor et al., 1997). FGFs can also influence the anterior-posterior

specification of neuronal structures. FGF-8 mRNA is expressed in the early brain in

regions that pattern the midbrain, and the cerebellum (Crossley et al., 1996). FGF-4 is

involved in the development of anterior structures such as the eye (Abud et al., 1996). The

expression of some posterior neuronal markers such as krox-20 in the brain, and hoxb-9 in

the spinal cord (that suppress anterior markers) are influenced by FGFs (Lamb and Harland

1995). The signalling pathways that are required for this induction are still unknown.
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Conditional fgfr3 knockouts in the mouse have no effect on neural induction, whilst neural

tubes of chimeras containing fgfr1-/- cells cause abnormalities such as spina bifida (Deng et

al., 1997). HSPGs are also involved in neural induction and may be expressed in the floor

plate, the neural tube, as well as the developing brain (Gould et al., 1995). 

Proliferation, differentiation and survival of a number of cell types are controlled by

FGFs during development. FGFs only stimulate DNA synthesis if they are present during

the G0 to G1 phase of the cell cycle (Ingber et al., 1995). This process is dependent on the

translocation of FGFs to the nucleus, as well as FGFR activation, and both need to occur in

order to induce proliferation (Wiedlocha et al., 1996). A wide variety of cells proliferate in

response to FGFs, e.g. astrocytes, oligodendrocytes, cortical neuronal and glial precursors,

ventral mesencephalic neuronal precursors, striatal precursors, olfactory bulb ensheathing

cells, and stem cells in the early subventricular zone (Stachowiak et al., 1997a; Besnard et

al., 1989; Gensberger et al., 1987; Vescovi et al., 1993; Mayer et al., 1993; Ciccolini and

Svendsen, 1998; Chuah and Teague, 1999).

The ability of FGFs to influence determination of the cell fate is cell type specific.

Although as previously mentioned, FGF-2 can induce proliferation in astrocytes, FGF-2

can only promote the differentiation of cortical progenitors into oligodendrocytes (Qian et

al., 1997). Differentiation into astrocytes requires other factors. FGFs are also required for

differentiation of the neural retina (Sakaguchi et al., 1997), a subpopulation of

hippocampal neurones (Vicario-Abejón et al., 1995), and neurite extension of granular

neurones (Hatten et al., 1988). Studies with PC12 cells show that neuronal differentiation

requires PLCγ activation as well as DAG, arachadonic acid, L-type Ca++ channels, and

Ca++/calmodulin dependent kinase (CaM; Doherty and Walsh, 1996, Hall et al., 1996),

CaM kinase is also able to phosphorylate microtubule associated protein 2 (MAP 2)

amongst a number of neuronal proteins and is therefore able to influence the cytoskeletal

makeup of neurones (Williams et al., 1995). 

Many types of cells show dependency on FGF-1 or FGF-2 for survival. CNS

neurones such as hippocampal, midbrain dopaminergic, striatal, and hypothalamic

neurones show this dependency often indirectly through the actions of FGF on glia

(Walicke et al., 1986, Walicke 1988; Engele and Bohn 1991; Petroski et al., 1991) or by

synergy with other growth factors such as transforming growth factor β-3 (TGFβ-3) in

motoneurones (Gouin et al., 1996).

Even though the effects of FGFs on the developing nervous system are wide
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ranging and in many cases cell specific, it must be stressed that the FGFs may have diverse,

and partly opposing effects on the same type of cells during both the development and

regeneration of the CNS. For example, in addition to the induction of proliferation,

treatment of cultured postnatal astroglia with FGF-2 also induces morphological

maturation (Sensenbrenner et al., 1987; Perraud et al., 1988) as well as affecting a variety

of other glial functions such as the number of gap junctions (Reuss et al., 1998) and the

expression of the intermediate filament protein, glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP; Reilly

et al., 1998).

1.5 EGF family

The EGF domain identifies the epidermal growth factor (EGF) family of growth

factors and is characterised by six regularly spaced cysteines that form three disulphide

bonds. The members can be divided into two groups according to their ability to bind the

EGF receptor (EGFR; also known as erbB1). The EGFR-binding group comprises of EGF,

TGFα, amphiregulin, heparin binding EGF, betacellulin, and epiregulin. The second group

whose members bind to erbB2-4 consists of neuregulin 1, neuregulin 2, neuregulin 3, and

neuregulin 4. The members of this group have been only identified in the last few years,

while the actions of the first group, in particular EGF and TGFα, are well characterised in

the development of the central nervous system (Junier, 2000).

The TGFα gene spans 90 kb and is located on human chromosome 6 (Brissenden

et al., 1995) and mouse chromosome 2 (Fowler et al., 1993). Both genes have 6 exons, the

first and sixth encoding short 5’ and 3’ UTRs respectively. Exon 6 in the rat encodes a

0.2 kb antisense transcript with an unknown function. Exon 2 encodes the signal peptide,

and exons 3 and 4 encode the mature form. The cytoplasmic tail of the precursor is

encoded by exon 5. TGFα mRNA is between 4.5-4.8 kb in size (Blasband et al., 1990).

TGFα mRNA encodes a 159 aa protein in humans and 160 aa in the rat. Mature TGFα

corresponds to a 6 kDa protein, often detected as larger due to N- and O- glycosylation of

the protein (Luetteke et al., 1988).

The mature form of TGFα is derived from the proteolytic cleavage of the

transmembrane precursor, pro-TGFα, and is released only when the precursor is inserted in

the plasma membrane. Proteolytic cleavage is a regulated process depending on activation

of PKC, rises in intracellular Ca++ levels and even ligand-dependent activation of the EGFR
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itself (Pandiella and Massagué ,1991a and b; Baselga et al., 1996). 

The promoter sequences of the TGFα gene have been characterised in humans, rats,

and mice, and show up to 89% homology (Blasband et al., 1990; Raja et al., 1991; Shin et

al., 1995; Berkowitz et al., 1996). In the human promoter there are regulatory sequences for

EGF, PKC, retinoic acid, thyroid hormone, glucocorticoids, and oestrogen (Raja et al.,

1991; Saeki et al., 1991). The Sp1, AP2, and p53 transcription factors have been reported

to bind the promoter region of the TGFα gene, while consensus sites for AP1, Oct-2, and

NFκB have also been identified (Berkowitz et al., 1996).

1.6 EGFR signalling

To date, all known actions of TGFα are mediated by binding to the EGFR. In

addition to the soluble cleaved form of TGFα, the EGFR can also be activated by the

membrane bound form of TGFα (Brachmann et al., 1989). Studies on the activation of

signal transduction pathways from the EGFR have centred on the actions of EGF on PC12

cells. The EGFR is a tyrosine kinase, and is activated in a similar fashion as the FGFR.

Ligand binding induces dimerisation, activation of the intrinsic tyrosine kinase, leading to

the docking of Src homology domain containing proteins. In a similar fashion to the FGFR,

PLCγ, Grb/Sos/Ras, and MAPK pathways are activated (Ullrich and Schlessinger, 1990;

Tücker et al., 1993). In addition, the EGFR is also able to induce signalling through the

janus kinases/signal transducers (JAK/STAT) pathway in a manner similar to that of many

cytokines (Darnell et al., 1994).

EGFR signalling can be regulated in a number of different ways: (i) the level of

receptor expression is important in mediating the signal leading to mitogenic activity

and/or differentiation. High levels of EGFR, for example, are required for EGF-induced

differentiation of PC12 cells (Traverse et al., 1994) (ii) TGFα signalling is often enhanced

as compared to EGF signalling, as TGFα dissociates from the receptor in the lysosome,

redirecting the receptor back to the membrane rather than degradation (Ebner and Dernyck,

1991) (iii) The promiscuity of dimerisation between the different erbB subtypes (Riese et

al. 1996) and (iv) Transactivation of the EGFR by unrelated factors through the action of

G-protein coupled receptors (Daub et al., 1996).

Therefore signalling induced by either TGFα, or EGF can be modulated by a

number of different factors even though the two family members are often considered to
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act in similar fashion. Consequently, there are a number of reports that describe differential

effects between TGFα and EGF. TGFα, but not EGF, has been found to promote the

survival of a population of sensory neurones as well as dopaminergic neurones

(Chalazonitis et al., 1992; Alexi and Hefti 1993; Santa-Olalla and Covarrubias, 1995).

1.7 TGFαααα during neural development

TGFα is expressed in a more widespread fashion than EGF in the brain, at both the

mRNA and protein levels. The expression of TGFα mRNA is detected in mouse brain

extracts from embryonic day (E) 14. The expression of TGFα in rats steadily rises during

development and early post-natal life until reaching a plateau at maturity (Lazlar and Blum,

1992; Kaser et al., 1992). Both neuronal and glial cells are sources of TGFα, and the EGFR

in the brain. Examples include neuronal cells in the olfactory bulb, amygdala, thalamus,

ventral mesencephalon, and hippocampus, as well as glial cells in the cortex, thalamus,

substantia nigra and hippocampus (Wilcox and Derynck, 1988; Seroogy et al., 1991; Kaser

et al., 1992; Lazlar and Blum, 1992; Seroogy et al., 1993; Wang et al., 1989; Mazzanoni

and Kenigsberg, 1994; De Vito et al., 1995). Both TGFα and EGF have major roles as

regulators of stem cell and neural progenitor proliferation and cell fate. TGFα acts as an

inductive signal in the rat cerebral cortex (Ferri and Levitt 1995; Ferri et al., 1996) and is a

mitogen for multipotent neural progenitors of the mouse embryonic striatum. In addition,

TGFα acts as differentiation factor for the same cells directing cell fate to the astrocyte

lineage rather than to neurones (Reynolds et al., 1992; Reynolds and Weiss, 1992; Johe et

al., 1996). Similar effects are present in the rat retina, septum, and mouse mesencephalon

(Anchan et al., 1991; Jonakait et al., 1998; Santa-Olalla and Covarrubias, 1995). The

induction of cell proliferation by TGFα is thought to result from the activation of MAPK

(Traverse et al., 1994). Cortical progenitors respond to TGFα differently depending on the

level of EGFR expressed. When EGFR is overexpressed in typically mitotically TGFα

unresponsive E18 progenitors, they become mitotic, thus switching from an early

embryonic state to a later responsive state when gliogenesis occurs, paralleling a normal

developmental increase of EGFR mRNA levels in the subventricular zone (Kornblum et

al., 1997; Burrows et al., 1997). Overexpression of EGFR also leads to the preferential

differentiation of early or late cortical progenitors (E12-E15, E18) into astrocytes (Burrows

et al., 1997).
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In addition to the induction of the glial fate, TGFα has mitotic and differentiative

effects on astrocytes in vitro. The enhancement of mitosis in total brain astrocyte cultures

by EGF was reported as early as 1981 by Leutz and Schachner. TGFα was shown to exert

similar effects (Kimura et al., 1990), although in both cases this has not been confirmed in

vivo (Craig et al., 1996). EGF and TGFα also induce morphological alterations in

astrocytes, and affect biosynthetic pathways important in glial-neuronal interactions. Both

growth factors profoundly affect the function of glia at the glutamte synapse affecting

glutamine synthetase activity (Loret et al., 1989), metabotropic glutamate receptor

expression (Miller et al., 1995; Minoshima and Nakanashi, 1999), as well as promoting

astroglial glutamate transporter GLT-1 activity (Zelenaia et al., 2000). These factors can

also induce increases in synthesis and activity of a number of other factors with

neurotrophic properties such as NGF, IGF-1, CNTF, and FGF-2 in glia cells (Spranger et

al., 1990; Yoshida and Gage, 1992; Han et al., 1992; Rudge et al., 1994; Kamaguchi et al.,

1995; Kamaguchi et al., 1996; Lindholm et al., 1992; Moffett et al., 1998).

TGFα or EGF can exert either indirect or direct effects on neurones. Trophic effects

on mesencephalic dopaminerigc neurones (Alexi and Hefti 1993; Engele, 1998), adverse

effects on cholinergic septal neurones (Hayes et al., 1991; Kenigsberg et al., 1992), as well

as effects on the onset of puberty in the hypothalamus (Junier, 2000) are all glia mediated.

Direct effects of TGFα on neurones have also been reported. Subsets of cortical,

mesencephalic and hippocampal neurones are able to respond to growth factor stimulation

with MAPK activation and/or expression of the c-fos (Kornblum et al., 1999; Yamada et

al., 1996; Tücker et al., 1993; Engele and Schilling, 1996).  

1.8 Neurotrophins

In mammals, the neurotrophins comprise of nerve growth factor (NGF), brain-

derived growth factor (BDNF), neurotrophin 3 (NT-3), and neurotrophin 4/5 (NT-4/5).

NGF, BDNF and NT-3 are encoded by separate genes (Lewin and Barde, 1996). All the

neurotrophins have similar biological characteristics. They are secreted molecules,

synthesised as precursors, and typically contain 3 disulphide bridges linking 6 cysteine

residues found in identical positions (Acklin et al., 1993).

These substances, as their collective name implies, are prototypic neuronal

neurotrophic agents. The neurotrophic hypothesis states that during development, the

targets of neurones produce trophic factors at sub-saturating or limited amounts for which
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the growing neurones compete. This results in the formation of the correct number of

connections, and the subsequent naturally occurring death of many neurones (Purves, 1988;

Oppenheim, 1991).

1.9 Neurotrophin signalling

All neurotrophin family members bind to, and activate specific trk receptor tyrosine

kinases. NGF, BDNF, and NT-3 bind to TrkA, TrkB, and TrkC receptors respectively

(Lewin and Barde, 1996). Signalling takes place in a similar manner to the previously

described tyrosine kinase receptors. Distinct signalling pathways such as MAPK, PLCγ, or

PI3 kinase (PI3-K) may be activated through the binding of accessory molecules to the

phosphorylated tyrosines on the receptor. Another less well characterised neurotrophin

receptor, the p75NTR, binds all neurotrophins, and has been shown to activate the caspase

pathway and the NFκB pathway. A number of molecules interacting with the p75NTR

have been identified. These include TRAF 2, 4, and 6, NRAGE, SC-1, and RhoA. The

p75NTR has been reported to control processes including actin assembly and

neuritogenesis, cell death or survival, and exit from the cell cycle (Kaplan and Miller,

2000).

1.10 Actions of neurotrophins during development

The neurotrophins have long been recognised as potent survival factors for many

different populations of peripheral neurones (Lewin and Barde, 1996). They can induce the

survival of sympathetic neurones (Borasio et al., 1993; Nobes et al., 1995), PC12 cells, as

well as sensory neurones (Dudek et al., 1997; Klesse and Parada, 1998). In contrast to the

PNS, neurotrophins seem to have only minor effects on the survival of CNS neurones.

While BDNF exerts robust survival promoting effects on cerebellar granule neurones, it

has only minor effects on the survival of midbrain dopaminergic neurones (Lindholm et al.,

1993; Gao et al., 1995; Engele, 1998). Similarly, survival promoting effects of NT-3 on

distinct neuronal targets such as midbrain dopaminergic neurones in vitro are reported by

some studies, but not by others (Engele, 1998; Hyman et al., 1994). The two main

signalling pathways responsible for the promotion of survival by neurotrophins are the PI3-

K pathway mediated by Akt, and the MAPK pathway. Akt is reported to directly inhibit the

activation of the apoptotic machinery involved in cell death, while MAPK promotes the

expression of anti-apoptotic proteins such as Bcl-2, as well as the transcription factor
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CREB, which is thought to be a major mediator of neuronal survival (Kaplan and Miller,

2000).

The neurotrophins have been reported to modulate synaptic plasticity, affecting

neuronal connections in both the developing and mature CNS. Such changes were first

observed in the peripheral nervous system with NGF preventing the loss of functional

synaptic connections made by efferents on sympathetic neurones after axotomy (Purves,

1988). In the CNS, these effects have been extensively studied in the hippocampus, where

NGF, BDNF, and NT-3 are all expressed, as well as the trkB and trkC receptors

(Maisonpierre et al., 1990; Lamballe et al., 1991).

The differentiation of a number of neuronal types in the CNS is under the control of

neurotrophins. BDNF enhances differentiation of central cholinergic and dopaminergic

neurones (Knusel et al., 1991), serotonergic neurones (Eaton et al., 1995), striatal

GABAergic neurones (Mizuno et al., 1994), cerebellar purkinje cells (Shimada et al., 1998)

as well as stem cell-derived neuronal precursors (Ahmed et al., 1995). NT-3 has been

shown to accelerate cerebellar granule neuronal differentiation (Doughty et al., 1998),

whereas NT-4/5 effects are seen on GABAergic cortical neurones (Widmer and Hefti,

1994).

NT-3 and BDNF have been demonstrated to act as both neuromodulators and

neurotransmitters. Both neurotrophins are able to depolarise CNS neurones as quick as

neurotransmitters such as glutamate, and at much lower concentrations (Kafitz et al.,

1999). The neurotrophins may additionally be involved in long term potentiation (LTP).

BDNF knock out mice, both heterozygous and homozygous, exhibit a radical decrease of

LTP in the CA1 region of the hippocampus as compared to wildtype (Lewin and Barde,

1996). The neurotrophins, therefore, have wide-ranging actions and are no longer regarded

as only target-derived factors for which developing neurones compete.

1.11 Concerted effects of epigenetic factors

Although the neurotrophins exert only minor effects on the survival of CNS

neurones, this may not necessarily imply that neurotrophins themselves may not be

necessary for the promotion of survival of these neurones. Neurotrophins may have to co-

operate with other extracellular epigenetic signals in order to induce a survival promoting

program in CNS neurones. BDNF, as well as various other growth factors, has been

demonstrated to promote the survival of retinal ganglion cells only upon activation of
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additional signalling pathways (Meyer-Franke et al., 1995; Franke and Engele, 1996) and

BDNF requires electrical activity to promote neurite outgrowth in cortical neurones

(McAllister et al., 1996). Similarly, the well established effects of oestrogen on neurite

outgrowth in forebrain neurones may be dependent on signalling or genomic interactions

with the neurotrophins (Toran-Allerand, 1996).

Similar arguments may be applied in the case of opposing effects of FGF-2 action

on glia. FGF-2 can act as a mitogen, or differentiation factor depending on the cellular

context, but how FGF-2 may achieve this is still unknown. Several recent studies have

provided evidence that the cellular competence and thus the exact cellular response to a

given growth factor are specified by additional signals. One signalling molecule crucially

involved in these specification processes is Cyclic AMP (cAMP). Cylic AMP controls the

genesis of astrocytes and neurones by "antagonising" mitogenic signals (Washek et al.,

1998; McManus et al., 1999). In addition, intracellular cAMP levels can determine whether

netrin acts as a chemoattractant or chemorepellant for growing axons (Ming et al., 1997).

1.12 Aims of the study

The aims of this study are to characterise the modulating effects of additional

factors, in particular cAMP, on the actions of polypeptidergic growth factors in neuronal

and glial cells. Functional readouts for these effects are the ability to promote neuronal

survival, or the the control of proliferation in glia. Such processes are mediated by the

activation of signalling pathways and the induction of gene expression in both systems, and

these will also be characterised.

The effects of cAMP on FGF-2-induced glial proliferation are first assessed

in proliferation assays using a recently established glial cell culture model (Franke et al.,

1998). Intracellular mechanisms controlling these effects are also analysed by examining

activated/inhibited signalling pathways known to mediate FGF-2-induced proliferation and

differentiation processes. These include MAPK or CREB pathways which were

investigated with Western blotting, gel-shift analysis, as well as further downstream

effectors such as c-fos expression using transgenic c-fos/LacZ mice. In addition to

modification of activated signalling pathways, cAMP may have transcriptional effects on

the machinery that initiates signalling, i.e. growth factor receptors. Effects of cAMP on the

three FGFRs expressed in glia, and for comparison EGFR, were analysed by RT-PCR

(reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction), and Western blot analysis. As FGFR1 is
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required to translocate to the nucleus in order for FGF-2 to induce proliferation in glial

cells, the effects of cAMP on cellular localisation of the FGFR1 were also examined. 

In CNS neurones, the neurotrophins are generally not considered to be optimal

survival-promoting growth factors. Here we hypothesise that additional signals such as

cAMP and NMDA are required, and in co-operation with the neurotrophins, are able to

more effectively promote the survival of dopaminergic neurones from the mesencephalon.

Both high and low density cultures were initiated in order to characterise whether survival

promoting effects were either as the result of direct or indirect action of the

neurotrophin/additional factors. Similar survival assays from neuronal cultures initiated

from the cortex and cerebellum were also carried out to compare whether any differences

between neuronal phenotypes exist. In addition, the resulting effects were then correlated

with co-operation (or in some cases lack of) between additional signals and neurotrophins

in the induction of immediate early gene (IEG) transcription, again using transgenic c-

fos/LacZ mouse culture assays.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Reagents

3',3'-diaminobenzidine Sigma, Taufkirchen

100bp DNA ladder Gibco, Eggenstein

Acrylamide/bisacrylamide 29:1 Roth, Karlsruhe

AP2 consensus oligo Promega, Mannheim

Aprotinin Sigma

Agarose PeqLab, Erlangen

APS Sigma

BAPTA-AM Sigma

BCA kit Pierce, Bonn

BDNF Peprotech, Frankfurt

β-Mercaptoethanol Fluka, Neu-Ulm

Boric acid Merck, Freiburg

Bovine Serum Albumin Sigma

Bromophenol blue Roth

Coomassie Protein Assay Reagent Pierce

CREB consensus oligo Santa Cruz, Heidelberg

ECL Western blotting detection reagents Amersham, Braunschweig

double distilled H2O Uni Ulm Apotheke

dibutyrl cAMP Sigma

dNTPs Peqlab

Dulbecco's PBS Gibco

DTT Sigma/Gibco

EDTA Merck

EGTA Fluka

Ethanol Merck

Ethidium bromide Sigma

Foetal calf serum (FCS) Gibco

Ficoll Pharmacia, Braunschweig

FGF-2 Gibco

First stand buffer Gibco

Forskolin Biotrend, Köln
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Gentamicin Gibco

Glucose Merck

Glutamine ICN, Eichwege

Glycerol Merck

Glycine Roth

Gö6983 Calbiochem, Frankfurt

H89 Calbiochem

Hanks buffered saline solution (HBSS) Gibco

HEPES Serva, Heidelberg

Hexanucleotide Mix, 10x conc Boehringer, Mannheim

Hoechst 333242 Sigma

Horse Serum (HS) Gibco

Insulin Sigma

Isopropanol Merck

KCl Merck

Mark 12 MW Standard-protein ladder Novex, Frankfurt

MEM Gibco

MgCl2 Merck/Gibco

M-MLV reverse transcriptase Gibco

NaCl Merck

NaHCO3 Merck

NaH2PO4•H20 Merck

NaN3 Merck

Na2SeO3 Sigma

NMDA Tocris, Köln

NP-40 Sigma

Orange G Sigma

Paraformaldehyde Merck

PCR primers Interactiva, Ulm

PD98059 Calbiochem

PeqGold Peqlab, Mannheim

PIPES Sigma

Poly(dI-dC)• (dI-dC) Pharmacia
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Poly-D(L)-ornithine Sigma

Ponceau Roth

Potassium Ferricyanide Merck

Potassium Ferrocyanide Merck

PMSF Sigma

Progesterone Sigma

SDS Merck

Sodium Deoxycholate Sigma

Sucrose Merck

Sulphosalicilic acid Fluka

Taq-DNA polymerase Gibco

TEMED Merck

TPA Calbiochem

Transferin Sigma

TGFα Gibco

Trichloroacetic acid Fluka

Triiodthyronine Sigma

Tris Merck 

Tris-HCl Roth

Triton X-100 Sigma

Trypan blue Gibco

Tween 20 Sigma

Vectastain ABC kit Vector Laboratories, Bettingen 

X-Gal Bachem, Heidelberg

2.2 Antibodies

    Working dilution

Actin 1:500 Santa Cruz

ERK1/2 1:500 New England Biolabs, Frankfurt

pERK1/2  1:500 New England Biolabs

CREB 1:500 Upstate Biotechnologies, Hamburg

PCREB 1:500 Upstate Biotechnologies

EGFR 1:200 Santa Cruz
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FGFR1 1:200 Santa Cruz

FGFR2 1:200 Santa Cruz

FGFR3 1:200 Santa Cruz

Glutamte transporter 1 (GLT) 1:3000 Chemicon, Berlin

Glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) 1:1250 Accurate,Westbury, USA

Microtubule associated protein (MAP 2) 1:500 Sigma

Tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) 1:1000 Boehringer

Peroxidase conjugated  goat anti-rabbit 1:3000 Dianova, Hamburg 

Peroxidase conjugated  goat anti-mouse 1:3000 Dianova

Peroxidase conjugated  anti-guinea pig 1:3000 Dianova 

Peroxidase conjugated donkey anti-goat 1:3000 Santa Cruz

Biotinylated affinity pure goat anti-rabbit 1:400 Vector Laboratories

Biotinylated affinity pure rabbit anti-mouse 1:400 Vector Laboratories

2.3 PCR Primers

All sequences were taken from published Genebank sequences:

Genebank no: M37394

EGF receptor- Sense 5' ATG CGA CCC TCA GGG ACT GCG AGA AC 3'

Antisense 5' GCC ATG TAG GCC ATG AGG TCC ACC AC 3'

Expected size 664bp

Genebank no: U223324

FGF receptor type I- Sense 5' CAC AAG CTG GCC AAG AGC ATC 3'

Antisense 5' GGA GGC GTA CTC CAC AAT GAC 3'

Expected size 454bp

Genebank no.: X00351-J00074-M10278

Actin- Sense 5' CTA CAA TGA GCT GCG TGT GGC 3'

Antisense 5' CAG GTC CAG ACG CAG GAT GGC 3'

Expected size 271bp
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2.4 Solutions

Cell Culture

PBS/EDTA pH 7.2

150 mM NaCl

10 mM NaH2PO4•H20

200 mg EDTA

MEM- Minimum essential medium with Earl’s salts, pH 7.4

1l pack MEM Gibco

26 mM NaHCO3

30 mM glucose

2 mM L-glutamine 

10 µg/ml gentamicin

Ham’s F12 medium pH 7.4

1 l pack of F12 Gibco

14 mM NaHCO3

12 mM D-glucose

1 mM L-glutamine

15 mM HEPES

N2-medium 

MEM/F12 1:1 Mix supplemented with:

0.05 mg/ml transferin

0.5 µg/ml insulin

10 pM Triiodthyronine

3 nM Na2SeO3

20 nM Progesterone

Immunocytochemistry

1x PBS, pH 7.2

150 mM NaCl

10 mM NaH2PO4•H20
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AKV Solution

1x PBS

0.5% BSA

0.05% NaN3

Tris HCl, pH 7.6

50 mM Tris

Fos Assay

Blue I

0.1 M PIPES pH 6.9

2 mM EGTA

2 mM MgCl2•  7H20

Blue II

5 mM Potassium Ferricyanide

5 mM Potassium Ferrocyanide

2 mM MgCl2•  7H20

0.02% NP40

0.01% Sodium Deoxycholate

in 1x PBS

RT-PCR

1x TAE

44.5 mM Tris pH 7.5

45.5 mM boric acid

1 mM EDTA

Loading buffer

20% Ficoll

Orange G, as required
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Cell fractionation

Sucrose buffer

250 mM sucrose

5 mM Tris

5 µg/ml

10 mM PMSF

Lysis buffer

60 mM Tris-HCl

2% SDS

10% sucrose

5 µg/ml aprotinin

10 mM PMSF

Immunoblot analysis

Lysis buffer

(see Cell fractionation)

1 mM sodium orthovanadate additionally supplemented when analysing phosphorylation

state of proteins i.e., when using phospho-specific antibodies.

Sample buffer 

250 mM Tris-HCl, pH 6.8

4% SDS

10% glycerol

2% β-mercaptoethanol

0.006% Bromophenol Blue

Resolving Gel

0.375 M Tris-HCl, pH 8.8

8% or 10% Acrylamide/bisacrylamide 29:1

0.1% SDS 

0.05% TEMED

0.1% APS
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Stacking Gel

0.25 M Tris-HCl, pH 6.8

5% Acrylamide/bisacrylamide 29:1

0.1% SDS

0.05% TEMED

0.1% APS

Electrophoresis Buffer, pH 8.3

5 mM TRIS-HCl 

50 mM glycine 

0.1% SDS

Transfer Buffer, pH 8.3

39 mM glycine

48 mM TRIS

0.037% SDS

20% methanol

1x Ponceau

0.02% ponceau

0.3% trichloracetic acid

0.3% sulphosalicilic acid

1x TBS, pH 7.6

150 mM NaCl

50 mM TRIS

TBS/Tween, pH 7.6

1x TBS

0.05% Tween 20
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Blocking buffer, pH 7.6

1x TBS

5% non-fat dried milk

0.05% Tween 20

Electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA)

Extraction buffer

10 mM HEPES, pH 7.9

0.4 M NaCl

0.1 mM EGTA

10% glycerol

1 mM DTT

2 mM PMSF

1x Binding buffer 

20% glycerol

5 mM MgCl2

2.5 mM EDTA

2.5 mM DTT

250 mM NaCl 

50 mM TRIS-Cl, pH 7.5 

0.25 mg/ml poly(dI-dC)• (dI-dC))

TE buffer pH, 7.4- 8.0

10 mM TRIS-HCl 

1 mM EDTA

Loading buffer

250 mM TRIS-HCl, pH 7.5

0.02% bromophenol blue

40% glycerol
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1x TBE

89 mM TRIS

89 mM boric acid

1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0

2.5 Materials

Gel Shift Assay Core System Promega

Heamocytometer Neubauer Brand, Bender & Holbein, Ulm

Hybond-N: positively charged nylon membrane Amersham

Nick Spin Columns Amersham

Nybolt mesh (fine) Eckert, Waldkirch

Petri dishes ∅  10 cm Greiner, Nürtingen

48 well cell culture plates Greiner

50 ml plastic tubes Costar, Bodenheim

1.5 ml plastic centrifuge tubes Sarstedt, Sarstedt

15 ml plastic tubes Costar

10 ml plastic pipettes Greiner

5 ml plastic pipettes Greiner

20, 100, 200, and 1000 µl pipettes Gilson, Bender and Hobein, Ulm

Pipette tips Gilson

2.6 Equipment

PCR DNA thermal cycler 480, Perkin Elmer, Frankfurt

Eppendorf Master Gradient, Eppendorf, Köln

Power Pack 300, BioRad, München

Power Pack 200, BioRad

Trans-Blot, BioRad

Mini Protean III, Western blotting system, BioRad

Sub-CellGT Agarose gel electrophoresis System, BioRad

Image Master VDS Software, Pharmacia

Biofuge fresco, Heraeus, Fellbach

Biofuge pico, Heraeus
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2.7 Animals

All experiments were carried out with Sprague Dawley rats (Charles River,

Sulzfeld) or B6 c-fos/Lac-Z transgenic mice (kindly provided by Dr. J. Morgan). Animals

were kept in a 12 h:12 h dark/light cycle and provided a standard diet and water ad libitum.

Animals were mated during a 12 h period, and the day after mating was defined as day 0 of

pregnancy. Embryos were removed from CO2 asphyxiated mothers, whilst newborn pups

were quickly decapitated. In the following experiments, brain tissue from embryonic day

E18 embryos (crown rump-length, 23-26 mm) and post natal (P)2 or 3 rats, or E15

embryos (61-63 somites) and P2 or 3 mice were used.

2.8 Cell Culture

Culture plates were first coated with 3 ml of poly-DL-ornithine (0.1 mg/ml) per 100

mm diameter plate or 150 µl per well in 48-well plate clusters. Plates were shaken for 1 h,

and washed once with dd H2O.

Brains were removed from the skulls of either newborn pups or embryos. Meninges

were also removed, and the following brain regions were dissected as required: the

neocortex was dissected after pulling apart the cerebral hemispheres and removal of the

striatum. The cerebellum was removed in its entirety. The ventral mesencephalon was

obtained by cutting once at the rhombencephalic isthmus, and another rostral to the

superior colliculi. Glial cultures were prepared only from cortical brain tissue of newborn

pups, whilst neuronal cultures were initiated from embryonic tissue from all regions, in a

similar manner to glia, but with some modifications.

In both cases, dissected tissue was collected in N2 serum free medium. The tissue

was further trypsinised in 0.1% trypsin in PBS/EDTA, for either 20-25 min in the case of

glia cultures, or 15-17 min for neuronal cultures. The trypsinised tissue was removed from

the PBS/EDTA and then gently dissociated by tituration through 10 ml and 5 ml plastic

pipettes into 10 ml Hanks buffered saline solution (HBSS) containing 10% FCS. The

resulting cell suspension was filtered through a fine Nytex mesh into an additional 10 ml of

HBSS 10% FCS and spun at 400 g for 5 min. The supernatant was discarded. 

For neuronal cultures, the cell pellet was resuspended in 4 ml of MEM

(supplemented with 10% HS, or 20% FCS for rat and mouse cultures, respectively) from

which 20 µl was added to a mixture of 160 µl 1x PBS and 20 µl of trypan blue. The

number of living cells, i.e. those excluding the dye, were counted in a heamatocytometer
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and then plated at the required cell density in 48-well cluster plates with 200 µl per well.

Mesencephalic cultures were established at 40,000 or 80,000 cells/cm2, cerebellar and

cortical cultures at 30,000 or 150,000 cells/cm2. Cultures were washed three times with

MEM/F12 mix (150µl per well) and switched to serum free N2 medium (250 µl per well),

after 1 day in vitro (DIV).

For glial cultures, the cell pellet was resuspended in the correct amount of MEM

(supplemented with 10% HS, or 20% FCS for rat and mouse cultures, respectively). Three

sets of dissected embryo cortices were plated in 10 ml of medium per 100 mm culture dish.

Glial cell cultures were maintained for a minimum of three passages before using for

experiments. Cells were passaged by rinsing each plate once with PBS Dulbecco’s

(magnesium and calcium free), and treating with 1 ml of 0.1% trypsin in PBS/EDTA. The

cells were blasted off with a pipette and the resulting cell suspension was transferred in to

4 ml of MEM 10% HS. Tubes were spun at 400 g for 5 min, and the supernatant was

discarded. Each pellet was resuspended in the appropriate amount of medium and plated in

three or four 100 mm diameter plates. In some cases, glia cells were passaged into 48 well

plate clusters at a cell density of 5,000 cells/cm2. After third passage cells reached semi-

confluency, cells were washed in MEM/F12 (1:1) medium three times and then transferred

to serum-free N2 medium.

All cultures were incubated in a water-saturated atmosphere of 95% air and 5% CO2

at 37°C. In both neuronal and glial cultures, medium was changed every other day.

2.8.1 Treatment of cell cultures

Cultures were treated with the following growth factors and concentrations (unless

specified) for the indicated period of time: FGF-2 (25 ng/ml), TGFα (50 ng/ml), BDNF (50

ng/ml), NT-3 (25 ng/ml), dbcAMP (100 µM), forskolin (10 µM), NMDA (1µ- to 1 nM)

and phorbol-12-myristate-13-acetate (TPA; 100 nM to 1 nM). In selected experiments,

cortical cultures were maintained with N2 medium containing 25 mM potassium. Cells

were also treated in some cases with following signalling pathway inhibitors 1h prior to

growth factor stimulation: PD98059 (2 µM), H89 (20 µM), BAPTA AM (3 µM), Gö6983

(1 µM).
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2.9 Immunocytochemistry

Cell cultures were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 20 min at RT, washed three

times with 1x PBS, then permeablised with saponin (0.05% in 1x PBS) for 30 min. The

saponin was removed and plates were incubated for 24 h at 4°C with antibodies against the

astrocytic marker, GFAP, the neuronal marker, MAP 2, or the dopaminergic neuronal

marker, TH, in AKV solution. The primary antibodies were washed off by rinsing the cells

three times with 1x PBS. The immunoreaction was visualised using the Vectastain ABC-

kit, first by incubating with the appropriate biotinylated secondary antibody for 2 h at room

temperature (RT), followed by washing three times with 1x PBS. The cells were further

incubated for 2 h at RT with an avidin-biotin solution (as to manufacturer's instructions),

and then rinsed again three times with 1x PBS. 3,3'-diaminobenzidine (0.75 mg/ml in 50

mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5) in the presence of H2O2 was added as a chromogen. The

visualisation reaction was terminated by washing cells in 1x PBS.

2.10 Fos expression assay 

The growth factor induction of c-fos expression was monitored in astroglial and

neuronal cultures derived from fos-lacZ transgenic mice as described previously (Engele

and Schilling, 1996). After treatment, cells cultured in 48 well cluster plates were fixed in

Blue I solution containing 2% paraformaldehyde for 15 min (200µl per well). Cells were

then washed three times with Blue I (150 µl per well). β-galactosidase activity was

visualised by incubating cultures for 24 h at 37°C with X-Gal dissolved in DMSO (40

mg/ml) in Blue II solution (250 µl per well). β-galactosidase-positive cells were counted

under the microscope at 200x within a diameter of the culture wells, corresponding to a

total area of 4 mm2.

2.11 Glial proliferation assay

Cells cultured on 48-well plates at an original plating density of 5,000 cells/cm2

were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 min at RT (200 µl per well) after growth

factor treatment. Cells were washed 3 times with 1x PBS (150 µl per well), and incubated

with Hoechst 33342 (5 µM) in PBS for 5 min. The plates were rinsed three times with 1x

PBS (150 µl per well) and visible cell nuclei were counted under the microscope at 200x

within a diameter of the culture wells, corresponding to a total area of 4 mm2 under UV

illumination. The cells were reincubated with Hoechst 33342 whenever necessary.
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2.12 Cell survival assay 

After immunocytochemical treatment, TH-immunoreactive (TH-IR) neurones were

counted at 160x magnification, within all the observation fields of the culture well (total

area 1 cm2). To determine the number of surviving cortical and cerebellar neurones in low

density cultures, all cells, irrespective of their phenotype, were counted under phase

contrast at 320x magnification within a diameter of the culture well, corresponding to a

total area of 2 mm2. MAP-2-IR neurones in high density cortical and cerebellar cultures

were counted at 400x in 10 observation fields per well, corresponding to a total area of

0.65 mm2.

2.13 RNA isolation

Total RNA was isolated using PeqGold according to the manufacturers instructions.

Cultured cells from 100 mm diameter plates were lysed with 1.5 ml PeqGold, 0.75ml being

transferred to two sets of 1.5 ml centrifuge tubes. Lysates were briefly vortexed in the

presence of 0.2 ml chloroform and centrifuged at 16000g for 15 min at 4°C. The aqueous

phase was transferred to a new tube and precipitated at a final concentration of 50%

isopropanol for 10 min at RT. RNA was pelleted by centrifugation at 16000g for 10 min at

4°C. The pellet was vortexed with 500 µl 70% ethanol, before being centrifuged again at

16000g for 10 min at 4°C. The washed RNA pellet was vacuum dried and dissolved in 40

µl autoclaved ddH2O. The concentration of isolated RNA was measured by optical

spectrophotometry at 260 nm and RNA was stored at -70 °C.

2.14 RT-PCR

Random-primed reverse transcription was performed in a total volume of 50 µl

containing 20 µg of total RNA, 5 µl 10x hexanucleotide mixture, 400U M-MLV reverse

transcriptase, 1x first strand buffer, 10 mM DTT, 0.2 mM dNTPs for 2 h at 37°C. Further

reaction was stopped by heating samples for 5 minutes at 95°C. Amplification was

performed in a total volume of 50 µl consisting of 2 µl cDNA, 0.2 µΜ of each sense and

antisense primers of the target gene, 0.02 µΜ sense and antisense primers of the internal

standard β-actin, 0.2 mM dNTP, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 1x reaction buffer and 0.8U Taq
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Polymerase for 30 PCR cycles of 1 min denaturation at 95°C, 45 s annealing at specific

temperature for each set of primers (see table), and 2 min elongation at 72°C.

PCR products were separated and visualised in 1.5% agarose gels. One and a half grammes

of agarose was dissolved per 100 ml of 1x TAE by heating in a microwave oven and

periodically mixing. 1.5 µl ethidium bromide (10 mg/µl) was added to the 1.5% agarose

solution, poured into a gel tray, and left to solidify. In each well of the gel, 12 µl of PCR

sample together with 3 µl loading buffer was loaded, as well as one well with a 100 bp

DNA ladder (diluted to manufacturer's specifications). After electrophoresis, the gel was

examined and photographed using the 'Image Master' fluorescent gel scanner. The

specificity of the PCR products was tested in the case of FGFR by restriction enzyme

analysis as well as size estimation, while in the case of EGFR the specificity of the primers

has been previously reported (Shibutani et al., 1998). Experiments were repeated 5 times in

the case of FGFR, three times in the case of EGFR. For semi-quantitative analysis, the

absolute ODs was measured for each PCR product using the Image Master VDS software

(Pharmacia), and the ratio of the band from target gene and the corresponding actin band

was calculated.

2.15 Cell fractionation

In order to prepare membrane and crude nuclear fractions, cultured glia treated with

FGF-2 and cAMP for 72 h were scraped off 100 mm diameter plates in 1ml of sucrose

buffer. Cells were lysed by vigourous shaking and spun at 720 g for 5 min. The pellet was

resuspended in 200 µl lysis buffer, and labelled as the crude nuclear fraction. The

supernatant was transferred to new 1.5 ml tubes, and spun at 100,000 g for 45 min at 4°C.

The resulting supernatant was discarded, the pellet was resuspended in 40 ml lysis buffer,

and labelled as the membrane fraction. Both nuclear and membrane fractions were

denatured at 95°C for 5 min, and stored at -70°C.

2.16 Western blotting

Cultured glia were lysed in 400 µl lysis buffer per 100 mm diameter plate,

transferred to 1.5 ml, briefly sonified, denatured at 95°C for 5 min, and stored at -70°C.

The protein content of the samples was measured using the Pierce BCA reagent kit.

Samples were diluted 1:10 and 1:50, to a total of 50 µl. The BCA reagents were added, as
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to manufacturers instructions, and the samples were incubated at 60°C for 30 min. Optical

densities (ODs) of the samples were measured at 562 nm, and were then compared to those

of a bovine serum albumin (BSA) standard curve plotted from nine other similarly

incubated pairs of protein samples ranging from 0 mg/ml to 20 mg/ml BSA. Lysates were

further diluted 1:1 in sample buffer and denatured for 5 min at 95°C. Proteins (10 µg/lane)

were separated by SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (5% stacking gel; 8% or 10%

resolving gel immersed in electrophoresis buffer) at 160V for 70-90 min. Proteins were

transferred to nitrocellulose by electroblotting at 15V for 20-45 min using the Trans-Blot

semi-dry blotter. Efficiency of the transfer was assessed by staining nitrocellulose blots

with 1x Ponceau for 5 min and washing with ddH2O. Non-specific binding sites were

blocked with 5% non-fat milk in TBS/Tween 20 for 30 min and blots were then incubated

overnight at 4°C with one of the following antibodies: anti-Erk1/2, anti-phospho-Erk1/2,

anti-phospho-CREB, anti CREB, anti actin, anti EGFR or anti FGFR. Primary antibodies

were washed 3 times for 10 min with TBS/Tween 20, and the blots were incubated with the

appropriate HRP conjugated secondary antibody (in TBS/Tween 0.5% milk) for 2 h at RT.

The blots were washed again three times for 10 min with TBS/Tween 20 and the

immunoreaction was detected using the enhanced chemiluminesence kit. Integrated optical

densities of immunoreactive protein bands were measured using the Image Master VDS

software. 

2.17 EMSA

After exposure to the indicated factors, proteins were extracted from cortical glial

cultures according to Hatalski and Baram (1997). Cultured cells were scraped off in 1 ml of

PBS, and spun at 1500g at 4°C for 3 min. Cell pellets were incubated in 75 µl extraction

buffer and rocked vigorously for 20 min at 4°C. Cell lysates were spun at 16000g for 5

min, and the supernatant was collected. Protein levels were measured with Coomassie blue

reagent as indicated in the manufacturers instructions. Protein samples were diluted 1:3 and

1:5 in extraction buffer (total 50 µl), a further 450 µl of extraction buffer was added, as

well as the Coomassie blue reagent to a total of 1 ml. Tubes were then vortexed, and ODs

were read at 595 nm by spectrophotometric analysis. ODs were compared to a similarly

composed BSA standard curve. Equal protein amounts (7 µg) were subsequently incubated

with binding buffer alone for 10 min at room temperature, and for a further 15 min in the
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additional presence of 0.03 pmol cAMP/calcium response element (CRE) consensus

nucleotides, labelled with 32P (γ-ATP; 20µC/µl). Competition (control) experiments were

also performed with 1.75 or 3.5 pmol unlabelled CRE consensus oligo, as specific

competitors or 3.5 pmol AP2 consensus oligo as non-specific competitors added to the

preincubation mix. Samples were run with 2 µl loading buffer through a 5% TBE

acrylamide gel (29:1) in 1x TBE buffer at 200V for 2-3 h which was then heat dried and

exposed to X-ray film with an intensifying screen at -70°C for 1-2 days.

CRE labelling was performed by incubating 3.5 pmol CRE consensus oligo, 10 µCi

γ-32P-ATP with 10 U T4 kinase and 1x T4 kinase buffer for 40 min at 37°C in a total of 10

µl. The reaction was terminated with 1 µl 0.5 M EDTA. 90 µl of TE buffer was added, and

labelled oligos were purified by centrifugation of the mixture followed by column

chromatography through pre-equilibrated and spun G-50 Sephadex Nick Spin purification

columns at 500g for 5 min. A scintillation counter measured β particle activity of the

radiolabelled oligos giving approximate values of 1-3 x 106 cpm/pmol.

2.18 Statistical analysis

All experiments were replicated 2 or 3 times and yielded reproducible results. If not

stated otherwise, for each experiment, typical data obtained from one experiment or plating

are shown. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to determine overall

significance. Intergroup differences were determined using the post-hoc Scheffe-test, Tukey's

test, or paired Student's t-test, as appropriate.
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3. Results
3.1 Modulatory effects of cAMP on the response of CNS glia to FGF-2

3.1.1 Elevation of intracellular cAMP attenuates MAPK dependent FGF-induced

astroglial proliferation

FGF-2 (25 ng/ml), as previously reported by Kurino et al., (1996), induced an

increase in total cell numbers after 48 h, in subconfluent cortical astroglial cultures (Fig. 2).

This proliferative effect was attenuated by the additional presence of the membrane

permeable cAMP analogue, dbcAMP (10-4 M). As the mitogenic effects of FGF-2 are

purported to involve the MAPK pathway, the effects of the MEK inhibitor, PD98059 (20

µM) were also examined. PD98059 also led to a similar attenuation of FGF-2 induced glial

proliferation as compared to dbcAMP (Fig. 2). 

Figure 2
Inhibition of FGF-induced glia proliferation by cAMP and PD98059. Glial cultures were initiated from
the cortical hemispheres of P1 rat pups. Exposure of these cultures to FGF-2 (25 ng/ml) robustly increased
cell numbers within 48 h (**p<0.01; control vs FGF-2 treatment; Tukey's-test). This mitogenic effect was
attenuated in the additional presence of dbcAMP (10-4 M; *p<0.05, FGF-2 vs FGF-2 + dbcAMP, unpaired t-
test) or PD98059 (20mM; *p<0.05, FGF-2 vs FGF-2 + PD98059, Tukey's-test). Values represent the mean ±
SD (n = 4-8).
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3.1.2 Acute and sustained elevation of intracellular cAMP promotes growth factor-

induced c-fos expression in astrocytes

Both FGF-2 and cAMP are known to induce the phosphorylation (activation) of the

transcription factor CREB, leading to an activation of the IEG, c-fos, via binding to the

cis-regulatory element, calcium response element (CRE; Pende et al., 1997; Ginty, 1997).

Effects of various treatments on c-fos expression were monitored in cortical glial cultures

initiated from a fos-lacZ transgenic mouse line. Stimulation of these cultures with FGF-2

(25 ng/ml) or dbcAMP (10-4 M) for 3 h induced β-galactosidase (c-fos) expression in a

relatively small number of cells (Fig. 3A). This number was clearly potentiated upon

combined stimulation of the cultures with FGF-2 and dbcAMP. To further confirm that the

FGF-2-responsive cells are astrocytes, the predominant cell type in the glial cultures, cells

were double-labelled with antibodies against the astrocytic marker, GFAP. The majority

(>95%) of the β-galactosidase-expressing cells were immunoreactive for GFAP (Fig. 4). 

As increasing intracellular cAMP levels facilitate the stimulation of FGF-2-induced

c-fos expression in glia, the effects of sustained elevation of intracellular cAMP levels on

subsequent FGF-2 treatment of astrocytes were examined. Astroglial cultures were exposed

to dbcAMP 24 h prior to the stimulation with growth factors. Under this experimental

paradigm, FGF-2 (25 ng/ml) alone or in combination with dbcAMP induced transgene

expression in a similar number of cells (Fig. 3B). Therefore, independent of duration,

elevations in intracellular cAMP can substantially promote subsequent FGF-2-induced c-

fos expression in cortical glia.

3.1.3 Sustained elevation of intracellular cAMP does not prime astrocytes for the

influences of growth factors

Unlike acute increases of cAMP, sustained elevation of intracellular cAMP levels

may prime or sensitise glia for the influences of growth factors. To assess this possibility,

we examined FGF-induced c-fos expression in cortical astroglia of fos-lacZ mice

previously treated with forskolin. Forskolin enhances intracellular cAMP production via
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activation of the synthesising enzyme, adenylate cyclase. Since in contrast to dbcAMP,

cAMP is rapidly metabolised by cyclic nucleotide-dependent phosphodiesterases, forskolin

allows for a timely defined activation of cAMP-dependent signalling pathways. In cultures,

exposed for 24 h to forskolin (10-5 M), and maintained for an additional 12, 24, 48, and 72h

in its absence, FGF-2 (25 ng/ml; 3 h) induced β-galactosidase activity in a relatively low

number of cells, as compared to those observed after joint FGF-2/forskolin treatment (Fig.

5). Joint treatment resulted in a clear increase in the number of β-galactosidase-expressing

cells as compared to stimulation with the single factors. These experiments further prove

that short- to long-term elevations of intracellular cyclic AMP levels do not prime cortical

glia to subsequent influence of FGF-2.

Figure 3
Effects of acute and sustained elevation of intracellular cAMP levels on FGF-2-induced c-fos
expression in cortical glia. (A) Glial cultures were initiated from the cortical hemispheres of newborn fos-
lacZ transgenic mice and stimulated for 3 h with either FGF-2 (25 ng/ml), or dbcAMP (10-4 M), or a
combination of both factors. The acute increase in intracellular cAMP levels significantly potentiated FGF-2-
induced c-fos expression (*p<0.01, Tukey's test). (B) Expression of the transgene in cortical glial cultures
maintained with dbcAMP 24 h prior to the stimulation with the indicated factors. The sustained elevation of
intracellular cAMP levels significantly potentiated the effects of FGF-2 on c-fos expression as compared to
cultures maintained in the absence of dbcAMP (**p<0.05; Tukey's test). Values represent mean ± SD (n = 6).
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Figure 4
Effects of elevated cAMP levels on FGF-induced c-fos response in astrocytes. Glial cultures were
initiated from the cerebral hemispheres of newborn fos-lacZ transgenic mice and stimulated for 3 h with
either (A) FGF-2 (25 ng/ml) alone, or (B) in combination with dbcAMP (10-4 M). Cultures were subsequently
processed for β-galactosidase histochemistry (blue) and GFAP immunocytochemistry (brown). FGF-2
predomiantly induces c-fos expression in GFAP-immunoreactive astrocytes. Note that the astrocytic c-fos
response increases upon elevating intracellular cAMP levels (magnification x220).

Figure 5
Effects of sustained elevation of intracellular cAMP by forskolin on FGF-2 response in astroglia.
Cortical glial cultures, initiated from newborn fos-lacZ transgenic mice, were treated for 24 h with forskolin
(FK, 10-5 M) and maintained for another 12-72 h in its absence. Cultures were then stimulated for 3 h with the
indicated factors and the number of β-galactosidase-expressing cells was determined. Note that pretreatment
of cortical astroglia with forskolin fails to potentiate the effects of FGF-2 on c-fos expression. Further note
that such potentiating effects are present in cultures co-stimulated with FGF-2 and forskolin (p<0.001,
Tukey's test). Values represent the mean ± SD (n=6).
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3.2 Characterisation of the effects of cAMP on FGF-2- induced signalling in glia

3.2.1 Cyclic AMP modulates the time course of FGF-2-induced CREB

phosphorylation

CRE-dependent gene transcription is controlled by phosphorylation and subsequent

activation at serine 133 (Gonzalez and Montiminy, 1989). Levels of phosphorylated CREB

(pCREB) in glia after the various treatments were assessed by Western analysis using

phospho-specific CREB antibodies. FGF-2 alone or in combination with dbcAMP (10-4 M)

resulted in a robust increase in pCREB levels after 15 min (Fig. 6A). A somewhat smaller

increase in pCREB levels was detectable in cultures stimulated for 15 min with dbcAMP

alone. After 50 min pCREB expression was still elevated in cultures exposed to a

combination of FGF-2 and dbcAMP, while pCREB returned to control levels in cultures

treated with the single factors. None of the treatments resulted in detectable changes of

total CREB protein levels. To determine whether the sustained activation of CREB present

in FGF-2 and dbcAMP co-treated glial cultures is also reflected by the prolonged binding

of pCREB to the CRE, we performed gel shift assays using oligonucleotides coding for the

CRE consensus region. Treatment of cultured glia with either FGF-2, dbcAMP, or a

combination of both factors for 15 min resulted in an increased binding to the CRE (Fig.

7). After 50 min, CRE binding returned to control levels in cultures treated with the single

factors, whereas CRE binding was still elevated in cultures treated with a combination of

FGF-2 and dbcAMP. Control experiments showed that specific CRE binding was

abolished in the presence of an excess of unlabeled CRE consensus oligonucleotides (3

pmol) and was unaffected in the presence of an excess AP2 consensus oligonucleotides.

Therefore, even though cyclic AMP alone is only able to transiently induce CREB

phosphorylation and subsequent binding to the CRE in cortical glia, it can promote the

duration of both parameters after FGF-2 stimulation.
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Figure 6
Effects of elevated intracellular cAMP levels, or inhibition of MAPK, on the duration of FGF-2-
induced phosphorylation of CREB. Glia cultured from the rat cortical hemispheres, were stimulated for the
indicated time with (A) FGF-2 (25 ng/ml), dbcAMP (10-4 M), or a combination of both factors or (B) a
combination of the MEK inhibitor, PD98059 (20 µM) and FGF-2. In both cases proteins were extracted, and
levels of pCREB were determined by immunoblot analysis using phospho-specific antibodies. Protein loading
was controlled by additionally incubating and detecting CREB antiserum. Experiments were repeated three
times with similar results. After being normalised to untreated controls, fold increases of each treatment were
also calculated ± SD. 
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Figure 7
Cyclic AMP increase in duration of binding of FGF-2-activated transcription factors to the CRE.
Cortical rat glial cultures were exposed for the indicated time to FGF-2 (25 ng/ml), dbcAMP (10-4 M), or a
combination of both factors. Proteins were extracted and submitted to gel shift assay. Intracellular elevations
of cAMP prolonged subsequent FGF-2-induced binding of proteins to the CRE. Experiments were replicated
three times with similar results. Lane 1 control; lane 2, dbcAMP; lanes 3 and 5, dbcAMP + FGF-2; lane 4,
FGF-2, lane 6, dbcAMP + 1.75 pmol cold CRE; lane 7, dbcAMP + FGF-2 + 3 pmol cold CRE; lane 8,
dbcAMP + FGF-2 + 3 pmol cold AP-2.

3.2.2 Inhibition of the MAP kinase cascade with PD98059 channels FGF-2 signalling

to CREB

In order to further confirm that the cAMP-dependent inhibition of FGF-2-induced

proliferation in glia (Fig. 2) occurs due to the subsequent inhibition of the MAPK, the 

effects of either cAMP or PD98059 on MAPK pathway activation was assessed. Cortical

glial cultures were stimulated for 20 min with either FGF-2 (25 ng/ml) alone or in

combination with either dbcAMP (10-4 M) or PD98059 (20 µM) and analysed for

phosphorylated (activated) ERK by immunoblot analysis using phospho-specific ERK1/2

antibodies. FGF-2 alone robustly increased levels of phosphorylated ERK1/2. This

activation was inhibited in the additional presence of dbcAMP or PD98059 (Fig. 8A and

B). Therefore, elevation of intracellular cAMP levels in cultured astroglia redirects growth
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factor-induced signalling by inhibiting the MAPK cascade, and at the same time

potentiating CREB activation, as well as subsequent CRE-dependent transcription. The

mechanism of this redirection or channelling of signalling pathways was further examined.

Cortical glial cultures were treated with FGF-2 in the presence of the MEK inhibitor,

PD98059 (20 µM) and analysed for pCREB levels by immunoblot analysis (Fig. 6B).

Similar to the findings in the FGF-2/dbcAMP co-treatement paradigm, pCREB levels were

still elevated after 50 min in cultures exposed to a combination of FGF-2 and PD98059 as

compared to FGF-2 alone. PD98059 by itself did not lead to a detectable activation of

CREB.

Figure 8
Inhibition of FGF-2-induced ERK phosphorylation by cAMP and PD98059. (A) Western analysis of
proteins extracted from cortical glia cultures treated for 15 min with FGF-2 (25 ng/ml) or dbcAMP (10-4 M)
alone, or a combination of both factors. The extent of (phosphorylated) pERK1/2 was determined using
phospho-specifc antibodies. Similar immunoblot analysis (B) was carried out on sister cultures that were
treated for 1 h with PD98059 (20 µM) prior to 15 min with FGF-2. In both cases protein loading of the gels
was controlled by additionally staining blots with total ERK1/2 antibodies. Experiments were repeated at
least three times with similar results. Fold increases from controls in MAPK activation were also measured (±
SD). 
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The cAMP-induced direction of signalling pathways in cortical glia may involve

other FGF-2-activated pathways that may increase CREB phosphorylation, examples

include PKA, PKC, as well as the elevation of intracellular levels of calcium (Szebenyi

and Fallon, 1999). Characterisation of the intracellular pathways involved in cAMP-

induced direction of signalling pathways was carried out by analysing the extent of

inhibition of FGF-2/dbcAMP induced CREB activation using specific inhibitors for these

pathways: H89 (20 µM; PKA inhibitor), Gö6983 (1 µM; PKC inhibitor), BAPTA-AM (3

pM; Ca++ chelator). Western blot analysis, using phospho-specific antibodies directed

against the activated form of CREB indicated that H89 inhibited CREB phosphorylation to

a certain extent, while BAPTA had no effect on FGF-2/dbcAMP-induced CREB activation

as compared to controls (Fig. 9). Treatment with the PKC inhibitor Gö6983 seemed even to

promote CREB activation.

Figure 9
Effects of Ca2+, PKC and PKA signalling pathway inhibition on dbcAMP/FGF-2-induced CREB
phosphorylation. BAPTA (3 pM), Gö6983 (1 µM), and H89 (20 µM), were added to glial cultures 1 h prior
to stimulation of cells for the indicated times with cAMP (10-4 M) and FGF-2 (25 ng/ml). Representative blots
are shown.
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3.3 Effects of cAMP on the expression of growth factor receptors

3.3.1 Cyclic AMP and ligand-dependent regulation of FGFR1 expression

In addition to having a direct involvement in regulating FGF-2-induced signalling,

cAMP may be able to influence the competence of a glial cell to FGF-2 by regulating the

expression of one or more FGFR(s). FGFR1 is the receptor most highly expressed in the

CNS, and is thought to mediate the FGF-2 proliferative response in CNS glia (Stachowiak

et al. 1997B; Szebenyi and Fallon, 1999). Immunoblot analysis of cortical astroglia with

specific FGFR1 antibodies allowed the detection of an immunoreactive protein band with

the apparent molecular weight of approximately 150 kD. Cultures treated for 24 and 72 h

with dbcAMP exhibited increased FGFR1 protein levels as compared to controls (Fig. 10A

and 10C). These effects persisted to dbcAMP concentrations as low as 10-6 M (Fig. 11).

Cultures maintained up to 72 h with FGF-2 (25 ng/ml) resulted in a downregulation of

FGFR1. FGFR1 protein levels in FGF-2 and dbcAMP cotreated cultures were

indistinguishable from those in cultures treated with dbcAMP alone (Fig. 10C).

Competitive RT-PCR analysis revealed no changes in FGFR1 mRNA levels in cultures

treated either with dbcAMP or FGF-2 alone, or a combination of both factors after 24 h

(Fig. 10B). However, cAMP induced an increase of FGFR1 mRNA levels after 72 h as

compared to controls (Fig. 10D).

3.3.2 Effects of cAMP on the cellular localisation of FGFR1

To determine whether cAMP interferes with the nuclear accumulation of FGFR1,

membrane and crude nuclear fractions were prepared from cultured cortical astroglial cells

and examined for FGFR1 protein levels by immunoblot analysis (Fig. 12). In cultures

treated with dbcAMP (10-4 M, 72 h), FGFR1 levels increased in both membrane and crude

nuclear fractions. In FGF-2- (25 ng/ml, 72 h) treated cultures, FGFR1 levels in both the

nuclear and membrane fractions were unchanged from those in untreated controls. Co-

treating astroglial cultures with dbcAMP and FGF-2 resulted in a decrease in FGFR1 levels

within the membrane fraction and an increase within the nuclear fraction. The extent of

membrane contamination of the crude nuclear extract was also analysed. Nuclear and

membrane fractions from glial cultures were treated for 72 h with a combination of

dbcAMP (10-4 M) and FGF-2 (25 ng/ml), and analysed for the expression of the glial

glutamate transporter 1 (GLT-1), a protein normally expressed on the plasma membrane.

Even though these conditions are previously known to impressively upregulate GLT-1
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rafting

Figure 10
Effects of cAMP on glial FGFR1 expression. Rat glial cultures treated with dbcAMP (10-4 M) exhibited
higher expression of FGFR1 proteins within 24 h as shown by Western analysis (A) with no effect on mRNA
levels as seen with RT-PCR (B). Similar effects were observed with dbcAMP in combination with FGF-2 (25
ng/ml), whilst FGF-2 treatment resulted in no changes of either mRNA or protein levels. Long-term treatment
(72 h) with dbcAMP alone, and in combination with FGF-2 resulted in higher glial FGFR1 protein expression
(C), although only cAMP alone induced an increase in mRNA levels (D) as compared to control (*p<0.028).
Long term FGF-2 treatment showed no effect on FGFR1 mRNA levels, although protein levels were
downregulated as compared to controls. The graphs in (B) and (D) indicate mRNA levels, as measured by
calculation of the ratios between the optical densities of the FGF-2 and actin bands after 30 cycles of PCR.
Regression analysis (E) showed that the observed optical densities of FGFR1 exhibit a clear linear cycle-
dependency between 24 and 34 PCR cycles. Experiments were repeated at least three times and representative
gels and blots are shown.
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Figure 11
Dose depedency of cAMP-induced FGFR1 expression. Western blot analysis revealed that 72 h treatment
with dbcAMP promotes FGFR1 expression in third passage cortical glia at concentrations as low as 10-6 M.

Figure 12
Cellular localisation of cAMP induced FGFR1 expression. (A) FGFR1 localisation is upregulated in both
the nucleus and the membrane by dbcAMP (10-4 M) alone, while in combination with FGF-2 (25 ng/ml)
localisation was found predominantly in the nucleus. (B) The extent of membrane contamination in the
nuclear fraction (N) was low as assessed in sister cultures treated for 72 h with dbcAMP (10-4 M) and FGF-2
(25ng/ml) that were examined for the presence of the glial glutamate transporter GLT-1 by Western blotting
(M= membrane fraction). Representative blots are shown.
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expression in astrocytes (Figiel and Engele, 2000), only negligible amounts of the

transporter was localised to the nucleus. This suggests a relatively high purity of the

nuclear fraction. Together, these findings provide evidence that cAMP does not interfere

with the mitogenic effects of FGF-2 on astrocytes by preventing nuclear accumulation of

the FGFR1.

3.3.3 Regulation of FGFR2 and FGFR3 expression levels

In addition to FGFR1, both FGFR2 and FGFR3 are also expressed in cultured

astrocytes (Reilly et al., 1998). Regulation of expression of these receptors by cAMP was

analysed by Western analysis. Immunoblotting revealed major bands migrating at 160 and

140 kDa for FGFR2 and FGFR3 respectively. FGFR2 was only slightly upregulated by

cAMP, while there were no effects on FGFR3 expression after 24 or 72 h (Fig. 13)

Figure 13
Regulation of FGFR2 and FGFR3 expression by cAMP. Western blot analysis for FGFR2 and FGFR3
shows lack of regulation of FGFR levels by cAMP (10-4 M). FGFR2 levels are slightly upregulated after 24
and 72 h, while no effects on FGFR3 are observed. Representative blots are shown.

3.3.4 Cyclic AMP and ligand-dependent regulation of EGFR expression

TGFα, in a manner similar to FGF-2, also induces proliferation of cultured cortical

glia (Junier, 2000). The response of the glial cell to TGFα may similarly be affected

through the regulation of expression of its receptor, EGFR, by factors such as dbcAMP.

The effects of cAMP and the ligand on glial EGFR expression were threrefore examined.

Immunoblot analysis of untreated cortical glial cultures with a specific antibody directed

against the EGFR receptor resulted in the detection of an immunoreactive band with an
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apparent molecular weight of 170 kD (Fig. 14A, 14C). Treatment of astroglial cultures for

24 h with dbcAMP (10-4 M) decreased EGFR protein levels (Fig. 14A). Competitive RT-

PCR analysis of dbcAMP treated cultures further revealed that this decrease is mirrored by

a similar decrease in EGFR mRNA levels (Fig. 14B). Exposure of cortical astroglia for 24

h to TGFα (50 ng/ml) resulted in a decline in EGFR protein levels, whereas EGFR mRNA

levels were unaffected. Combined treatment of astroglial cultures with dbcAMP and TGFα

resulted in a virtual complete depletion of EGFR protein levels after 24 h (Fig. 14A). The

modulatory effects of dbcAMP on TGFα-induced downregulation of EGFR protein levels

were dose-dependent and required dbcAMP at concentrations ≥10-5 M (Fig 15). 

In order to analyse whether the observed loss in EGFR immunoreactivity in

dbcAMP and TGFα co-treated cultures correlates with the degradation and functional

inactivation of EGFR, cortical astroglia were analysed for growth factor-induced activation

(phosphorylation) of CREB. Cortical astroglial cultures were maintained for 24 h in the

absence or presence of a combination of TGFα and dbcAMP and subsequently stimulated

for 15 min with TGFα. Phosphorylated CREB, as determined by Western blotting, was

undetectable in control cultures and robustly increased upon stimulation with TGFα (50

ng/ml; Fig 16). TGFα failed to induce CREB phosphorylation in TGFα/dbcAMP

pretreated cultures, although TGFα/dbcAMP pretreatment did not interfere with the effects

of FGF-2 on CREB phosphorylation. To assess whether the regulatory influences persist

with time, EGFR expression in cortical astroglia maintained for 72 h with either dbcAMP

and/or TGFα was examined. Unlike short-term treatment, long-term treatment with

dbcAMP did neither affect EGFR protein nor mRNA levels (Fig. 14C, 14D). Exposure of

cortical glia to TGFα for 72 h further reduced EGFR protein levels as compared to 24 h,

and was unaffected by the additional presence of dbcAMP. Moreover, treatment of cortical

astroglia for 72 h with either TGFα alone, or in combination with dbcAMP did not affect

EGFR mRNA levels as compared to controls (Fig.14D). 
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Figure 14
Regulatory effects of cAMP or TGFαααα treatment on EGFR expression. Rat cortical cultures were treated
with the dbcAMP (10-4 M), TGFα (50 ng/ml) or a combination of the two for 24 or 72 h. Western blot (A)
and RT-PCR (B) analysis revealed that dbcAMP decreases EGFR protein and mRNA expression within 24 h
(*p< 0.004), while TGFα treatment resulted in a decrease of protein levels, with no effect on mRNA levels.
Glial cultures treated for three days with dbcAMP (10-4 M) did not exhibit decreases in mRNA or protein
levels of the EGFR, as shown by (C) Western blot analysis or RT-PCR (D). Conversely, long-term TGFα
treatment did further reduce EGFR protein levels as compared to 24 h treatment. The graphs in (B) and (D)
indicate mRNA levels, as measured by calculation of the ratios between the optical densities of the FGF-2
and actin bands after 30 cycles of PCR. Regression analysis (E) showed that the observed optical densities of
EGFR exhibit a clear linear cycle-dependency between 26 and 32 PCR cycles. Experiments were repeated at
least three times and representative gels and blots are shown.
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Figure 15
Dose-dependent TGFαααα/cAMP-induced depletion of EGFR expression. Representative Western blot
analysis of proteins extracted from rat cortical astroglial cultures maintained for 24 h in the presence of TGFα
(50 ng/ml) and indicated concentration of cAMP show that maximal depletion of the EGFR occurs at a
cAMP concentration of 10-4 M. 

Figure 16
Effects of TGFαααα/cAMP- induced depletion of EGFR expression on CREB signalling. Representative
Immunoblot analysis shows cultures, pretreated with dbcAMP (10-4 M) in combination with TGFα (20
ng/ml) for 24 h, were unable to induce the activation of the CREB pathway, as seen by pCREB
immunoreactivity, after subsequent growth factor treatment (50 ng/ml) for 30 min. Note that 24 h
dbcAMP/TGFα pretreatment did not affect FGF-2-induced (25 ng/ml) CREB signalling.
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3.4 Extracellular factors affecting CNS neuronal survival

3.4.1 Time course of the survival promoting effects of neurotrophins on midbrain

dopaminergic neurones

Although the majority of dopaminergic neurones in embryonic midbrain cultures

are sensitive to BDNF and NT-3 (Engele and Schilling, 1996), both BDNF and NT-3

exhibit only minor effects on dopaminergic cell survival (Engele, 1998). In order to analyse

this discrepancy, the time course of the survival promoting actions of BDNF (50 ng/ml)

and NT-3 (25 ng/ml) was studied in rat E15 mesencephalic cultures plated at 80,000

cells/cm2. Within the initial three days of cultivation, both neurotrophins failed to prevent

the progressive loss in dopaminergic cell numbers that typically occurred under these

culture conditions (Fig. 17). In the case of BDNF, this loss was partly attenuated with

prolonged treatment, resulting in a small 1.4- and 1.6-fold increase in dopaminergic cell

survival after 6 and 9 DIV, respectively (Fig. 17). However, even after 9 DIV, survival

promoting effects on dopaminergic neurones were completely absent with NT-3. E15

mesencephalic cultures, maintained for 6 days with a combination of both BDNF and NT-

3, showed no increase in the number of surviving TH-IR neurones beyond that seen with

BDNF alone; cultures treated with either BDNF or NT-3 alone contained 625 ± 52 and 591

± 13 TH-IR neurones per cm2 respectively, whilst in co-treated cultures 574 ± 29 TH-IR

neurones per cm2 were present.

3.4.2 Early-onset promotion of survival by neurotrophins on dopaminergic neurones

requires co-operation with other signals

As illustrated in figure 18, mesencephalic neurones showed prominent neurite

outgrowth between DIV1 and DIV3 implying an increase in the degree of cellular

interactions with time in culture. Thus, the late-onset of a survival response of cultured

dopaminergic neurones to neurotrophins may reflect the requirement for additional

extracellular signals not present during the initial stages of cultivation. To test this

possibility, treatment of mesencephalic assay cultures (80,000 cells/cm2) with BDNF was

delayed by two days and the number of surviving TH-IR neurones was determined at 6

DIV. Under this experimental set-up, BDNF attenuated the loss in dopaminergic cell

numbers that was present in untreated controls after only 3 days (Fig. 19). 

The presence of additional signals that promote the survival promoting effects of

the neurotrophins was examined. One potential signal involved in this mechanism is
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glutamate, which depolarises dopaminergic neurones via activation of NMDA receptors

(Mereu et al., 1991). Treatment of one day old mesencephalic cultures (80,000 cells/cm2)

with a combination of BDNF or NT-3 and NMDA resulted in detectable survival

promoting effects on dopaminergic neurones as early as 3 DIV (Fig. 20 and 21). This effect

was dose-dependent, requiring NMDA at a concentration of 10-7 M (Fig. 20A). Co-

operative effects on dopaminergic cell survival were absent with NMDA at 10-8 M (Fig

20A). Increasing NMDA concentrations to 10-6 M reversed the survival promoting effects

of both neurotrophins on dopaminergic neurones. NMDA (10-7 M) alone did not affect the

number of surviving TH-IR neurones as compared to controls (Fig. 20D). The co-operative

effects between NMDA (10-7 M) and neurotrophins on dopaminergic cell survival persisted

with ongoing cultivation and were still detected after 6 DIV (Fig. 22).

Figure 17
Time course of the survival promoting effects of BDNF and NT-3 on midbrain dopaminergic neurones.
E15 rat mesencephalic cell cultures, plated at 80,000 cells/cm2 and maintained with serum free N2 medium,
were additionally supplemented with either BDNF (50ng/ml) or NT-3 (25ng/ml) for the indicated time
period. After immunostaining cultures, the numbers TH-IR neurones was quantified. Values are mean ± SD
from 4-6 wells. *P< 0.01, treatment vs control.
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Figure 18
TH-IR neurones from cultures initiated from E15 rat mesencephalon. Morphologies after (A) 1 DIV, (B)
3 DIV (Magnification x165).

Figure 19
Effects of delayed BDNF treatment on dopaminergic cell survival. E15 rat mesencephalic cultures were
maintained for three days with serum free N2 medium, and for another three days supplemented with BDNF
(50ng/ml). The number of surviving TH-IR neurones was quantified on DIV 6. Such treatment leads to an
onset of survival promoting effects on dopaminergic neurones already after 3 days. Values are mean ± SD
from 6 wells (*P < 0.01, treatment vs control).
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Figure 20
Additional signals that promote BDNF-induced survival of early mesencephalic dopaminergic
neurones. The number of TH-IR neurones in mesencephalic cultures on DIV 3, maintained with BDNF in a
combination with (A) NMDA, (B) dbcAMP or (C) TPA. The dotted lines represent untreated control levels,
taken from (D). Both NMDA (10-7 M, P≤ 0.001) and dbcAMP (10-4 M, P≤ 0.0001) enable BDNF to promote
survival of early mesencephalic cultures. TPA on the other hand, (10-7 M, P≤ 0.001) in combination with
BDNF leads to a decline in dopaminergic survival. NMDA (10-7 M), dbcAMP (10-4 M), or TPA (10-7 M),
(D), are alone unable to promote survival as compared to the control.

Activation of cAMP/PKA-dependent signalling pathways in cultured

mesencephalic cells by dbcAMP also assisted BDNF and NT-3 in promoting dopaminergic

cell survival in 3 day old mesencephalic cultures initiated at 80,000 cells/cm2 (Fig. 20 and

21). These co-operative effects were dose-dependent and required dbcAMP at a

concentration of 10-4 M (Fig. 20B). Dibutryl cAMP (10-4 M) alone had no effect on the

number of surviving TH-IR neurones (Fig. 20D), while dbcAMP at concentrations >10-4 M
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increased the number of surviving dopaminergic neurones. Co-operative effects between

dbcAMP and BDNF/NT-3 on dopaminergic cell survival were still present in 6 day old

mesencephalic cultures (Fig. 22). In contrast to PKA, activation of PKC with TPA (10-9 to

10-8 M) had no statistically significant effect on the survival promoting potency of BDNF

on midbrain dopaminergic neurones at 3 DIV (Fig. 20C). BDNF together with TPA at 10-7

M even resulted in fewer surviving dopaminergic neurones as compared to untreated

controls or to cultures maintained with TPA (10-7 M) alone (Fig. 20C, 20D). 

In order to ascertain whether the effects exhibited by dbcAMP or NMDA on the

survival of dopaminergic neurones are mediated directly or indirectly (e.g. through the

action of glia present in our culture system), mesencephalic assay cultures were plated at

40,000 cells per cm2 (instead of 80,000 cells/cm2, therefore reducing indirect influences).

The potentiating effects of neither NMDA nor dbcAMP on BDNF/NT-3-induced

dopaminergic cell survival were not affected (data not shown).

3.4.3 Brain region-specific co-operation between neurotrophins and NMDA/cAMP

As both BDNF and NT-3 are shown here to exert their survival promoting effects

on midbrain dopaminergic neurones only after concomitant activation of additional

signalling pathways, the question arises as to whether this is a general feature of the

survival-promoting action of neurotrophins in the CNS. This question was addressed by the

initiation of dissociated cell cultures of the rat E17 cortex and P1 cerebellum at both high

(150,000 cells/cm2) and low plating densities (30,000 cells/cm2). Both BDNF (50 ng/ml; 72

h) and NT-3 (25 ng/ml; 72 h) promoted the survival of MAP-2-IR neurones in high-density

cerebellar and cortical cultures. In case of cerebellar cultures, the increase in neuronal cell

numbers was 1.7±0.1-fold and 1.6±0.1-fold (p<0.01) in the presence of BDNF and NT-3,

respectively. A similar increase (BDNF, 2.1±0.2-fold; NT-3, 1.5±0.1-fold; p<0.01) was

present in high density cortical cultures. In apparent contrast, at low plating densities the

only detectable survival promoting effect was that of BDNF on cerebellar neurones (Fig.

23 and 24). Survival promoting effects of NT-3 and BDNF on cortical neurones as well as

of NT-3 on cerebellar neurones were also absent in low density cultures initiated from the

P1 cortex and the P3 cerebellum. 

To further characterise this co-operative mechanism, low density E17 cortical and

P1 cerebellar cultures (30,000 cells/cm2) were used. In this model, influences of culture

intrinsic signals are minimal. In low density cerebellar cultures, dbcAMP (10-4 M), but not
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NMDA (10-7 M), further potentiated or induced the survival promoting action of BDNF

and NT-3 after 2 days, respectively (Fig. 23). In low density cortical cultures, neither

NMDA nor dbcAMP enabled neurotrophins to promote neuronal survival (Fig. 24).

Neuronal survival even decreased in cortical cultures maintained for 2 days with a

combination of NT-3 and NMDA. Such adverse effects were absent with a combination of

BDNF and NMDA. In cortical low density cultures, robust increases in neuronal survival

were detectable with elevated potassium (25 mM; Fig. 24).

Figure 21
Additional signals that promote survival of early mesencephalic cultures with NT-3. Mesencephalic
cultures maintained with NT-3 (25 ng/ml) in the presence or absence of either NMDA (10-7 M), or dbcAMP
(10-4 M). The number of surviving neurones was determined on DIV 3. Values are mean ± SD from 6 wells.
NT-3 promoted dopaminergic cell survival in early mesencephalic cultures only in the presence of either
NMDA or dbcAMP. *P≤ 0.001; **P≤ 0.00001.
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Figure 22
Long-term co-operative effects of neurotrophins and additional signals on dopaminergic cell survival.
Mesencephalic cultures were treated on DIV 1 with a combination of either BDNF (50 ng/ml) or NT-3 (25
ng/ml) with NMDA (10-7 M) or dbcAMP (10-4 M). TH-IR neurone number was quantified on DIV 6, and
expressed as percentage of untreated controls. Values are mean ± SD (n=10-12 wells). *P≤0.01, **P≤ 0.001.

Figure 23
Requirements of neurotrophins to promote the survival of cerebellar neurones. Dissociated cell cultures
initiated from P1 cerebellum (30,000 cells/cm2) were treated with BDNF (50 ng/ml), NT-3 (25 ng/ml),
dbcAMP (10-4 M), NMDA (10-7 M), or a combination of treatments as indicated. Total cell number was
counted on DIV 3. The survival promoting effects of both BDNF and NT-3 were potentiated or induced by
dbcAMP, but not by NMDA. Values are mean ± SD from 5-6 wells. *P≤ 0.001; **P≤ 0.00001.
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Figure 24
Requirements of neurotrophins to promote the survival of cortical neurones. Dissociated cell cultures,
initiated from E18 cortex (30,000 cells/cm2), were maintained under the indicated conditions. BDNF (50
ng/ml), NT-3 (25 ng/ml), NMDA (10-7 M), dbcAMP (10-4 M) alone, or in combination were unable to
promote the survival of cortical neurones. Moreover, NT-3 in combination with NMDA exerted adverse
effects on cortical cell survival. However, cortical survival neurones increased in the presence of elevated
potassium in the medium (25 µM). Values are mean ± SD from 4-6 wells. **P≤ 0.001.

3.4.4 Modulation of the genomic response of neurones to neurotrophins by cAMP

The observed co-operative effects of neurotrophins and dbcAMP or NMDA on

neuronal survival can principally be brought about by the cross-coupling of signalling

pathways activated by these factors or by increased expression of distinct signalling

pathway components, e.g. growth factor receptors. The effects of the various factors either

alone or in combination were analysed for effects on the expression of the IEG, c-fos,

monitored in cultures derived from a fos-lacZ transgenic mouse line. Stimulation of

mesencephalic, cortical, and cerebellar cultures for 3 h with BDNF (50 ng/ml) or NT-3 (25

ng/ml) induced transgene expression (β-galactosidase activity) in a subpopulation of the

cultured cells (Table 1). In all cultured brain regions, only few cells responded to dbcAMP

with transgene expression. In mesencephalic and cerebellar cultures, the combined

stimulation with either BDNF and dbcAMP, or NT-3 and dbcAMP resulted in synergistic

effects on total number of β−galactosidase expressing cells (Table 1). To determine

whether the synergistic effects seen in mesencephalic cultures also apply for dopaminergic

neurones, growth factor-stimulated mesencephalic cultures were double-labelled for

transgene expression and TH-immunocytochemistry. The number of TH-IR dopaminergic

neurones expressing c-fos increased by 69±17% after combined stimulation with NT-3 and

dbcAMP as compared to NT-3 alone. In apparent contrast, dbcAMP did not potentiate

neurotrophin-induced c-fos expression in cortical cultures. 
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Table 1 Modulatory effects of dbcAMP on neurotrophin-induced c-fos response

           c-fos positive cells/ 4mm2

Mesencephalon Cerebellum Cortex

Control 3±1 1±1 1±1

dbcAMP (10-4 M) 16±5 21±4 143±1

BDNF (50 ng/ml) nt 241±16 902±4

NT-3 (25 ng/ml) 19±7 97±7 362±25

BDNF (50 ng/ml)/dbcAMP (10-4 M) nt 350±15 (+34%*) 982±45 (-6%)

NT-3 (25 ng/ml)/dbcAMP (10-4 M) 59±11 (+69%**) 380±15 (+222%**) 500±62 (-1%)

Dissociated cell cultures from E14 mesencephalon, P1 cerebellum, or E15 cortex of fos-lacZ transgenic mice
were treated with the indicated factors for 3 h, on DIV 3. β-galactosidase (c-fos) expressing cells were
visualised by incubating cultures with X-Gal and counted within an area of 4 mm2. Values are mean ± SD
from 4-6 wells. Values in brackets show the percentage difference between actual and expected number of c-
fos expressing cells co-stimulated with either neurotrophin and dbcAMP (calculated by summation of the
number of transgene expressing cells in cultures with single factors, e.g cerebellum, NT-3/dbcAMP actual:
380, expected: 21 (dbcAMP) +97 (NT-3) =118, therefore +222%).
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4. Discussion
4.1 Methods

In the studies presented here, the effects of epigenetic factors were investigated on

neuronal and glial cells using primary cell culture models. This experimental approach

combines the possibility of a defined manipulation of the cell environment with easy

experimental access to the morphological, biochemical, and molecular changes induced by

these manipulations. Additionally, in order to unambiguously characterise results obtained

with such cultures, it is necessary to minimise possible interactions between differing cell

types in culture that may result in modification of cellular responses to any factor or even

allow for secondary (indirect) effects. A low degree of cellular interaction, and therefore

secondary effects, can be achieved by either utilising cultures purified for a particular cell

type, and/or the use of extremely low plating densities (Engele and Schilling, 1996).

All experiments in this study on glia cells were performed with highly enriched

astroglial cultures of rat and mouse postnatal cerebral hemispheres, which were set up

following a recently established protocol (Franke et al., 1998). Maintenance of primary

cortical cultures, which are composed predominantly of neurones, in serum containing

medium stimulates the proliferation of glia, and not neurones. Subsequent replating of the

cultured cells leads to a further dilution of remaining neurones, and in all experiments

cortical cultures were used after the third passage. These cultures comprise predominantly

of flat type-1 astrocytes (95%), and in addition contain a few oligodendrocytes and glial

progenitors (Franke et al., 1998).

Studies on cortical and cerebellar neurones, as well as midbrain dopaminergic

neurones were carried out on cell cultures from the respective brain regions maintained

with serum-free culture medium. This condition is known to promote neuronal

differentiation and to attenuate or delay proliferation of astrocytes. In all cases, effects were

compared between high and low plating densities. Cellular interactions were minimised by

plating cortical as well as cerebellar cultures at 30,000 cells/cm2 (as compared to 150,000

cells/cm2). Mesencephalic neurones were plated at 40,000 cell/cm2 (as compared to 80,000

cells/cm2), due to the relatively small numbers of dopaminergic neurones within the

prepared midbrains. Under this experimental paradigm, the magnitude of an observed

effect should remain constant under both assay conditions if no interference from

secondary effects occurs.
In selected experiments, the specificity of observed effects was further verified by
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direct identification of the target cells of any given factor. As many extracellular signals

result in a rapid and transient induction of IEGs in their target cells, the induction of the

expression of c-fos was analysed in cultures of a c-fos/LacZ transgenic mouse line. This

transgenic approach combines the specific visualisation of both c-fos expression and the

possibility of further characterisation of responsive cells by immunocytochemical staining

for cell type-specific markers (Engele and Schilling, 1996).

4.2 The control of glial proliferation and neuronal survival by extracellular factors
Intensive research has been recently focused on the identification of extracellular

signals that mediate development of neurones and glia, and it has been hoped that such

factors may be beneficial in preventing neuronal death underlying certain

neurodegenerative diseases such as Parkinson's disease and Alzheimer's disease. In

addition, since many acute and chronic brain insults lead to the formation of a glial scar

around the lesion site that represents a major obstacle for regenerating axons, it is also

important to characterise the factors that control this process, termed reactive gliosis (Ridet

et al., 1997). Polypeptidergic growth factors have been identified as being potent survival

factors for developing neurones as well as important modulators of glia growth. However

depending on the cellular context, a given growth factor might exhibit differential effects

on its target.

Several growth factors including BDNF and FGF-2 fail to affect the survival of

retinal ganglion cells unless the neurones were concomitantly depolarised (Meyer-Franke et

al., 1995). Similarly, it has been observed that growth factors, e.g. FGF-2, can exert

opposing effects on their targets, inducing either proliferation or differentiation (Besnard et

al., 1989; Qian et al., 1997). These observations indicate that the focus of experimental

analysis has to shift from the characterisation of the actions of single factors and signalling

pathways, to the analysis of the interaction between multiple factors in order to accurately

predict the response of target cells. This issue has been addressed here by analysis of how

the functional status of neural cells can interfere with the effects of growth factor-induced

survival of neurones and the growth of glia. In the case of neuronal studies, the actions of

the neurotrophins BDNF and NT-3 have been focused upon. Both these factors are

prototypic survival factors for many populations of PNS neurones (Kaplan and Miller,

2000; Lewin and Barde, 1996). Established CNS target cells for these factors include

midbrain dopaminergic neurones, cerebellar cells, as well as cortical cells, though these
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factors have not necessarily been found to be neuroprotective in all cases (Lewin and

Barde, 1996; Ghosh et al., 1994; Skaper et al., 1998; Engele and Bayatti, 1999).

In the case of glia, the actions of FGF-2 and TGFα have been focused upon. These

factors are both known to represent potent mitogens as well as differentiation factors for

CNS astrocytes. In addition, it has been demonstrated that both growth factors, as well as

their receptors are massively up-regulated in reactive glial cells (Junier et al, 1991; Reilly

and Kumari, 1996; Liu and Zhu, 1999; Ridet et al., 1997). As potential modulators of

growth factor effects, neuronal electrical activity (see above), which is known to activate

several intracellular signalling cascades, including PKC (Zirrgiebel et al., 1995), as well as

intracellular cAMP levels were considered. In fact, several studies already provide

evidence that intracellular cAMP levels profoundly influence the effects of growth factors

on their target cells. Examples include precursor cell proliferation, neuronal survival

through the activation of the transcription factor CREB, as well as mechanisms controlling

axon guidance (Meyer-Franke et al., 1995; Franke and Engele, 1996; Washek et al., 1998;

MacManus et al., 1999; Song et al., 1997).

4.3 Control of glial cell function by cAMP

4.3.1 Intracellular cAMP levels determine the response of glia to FGF-2

The involvement of cAMP in modulating the effects of FGF-2 on CNS glia was

first observed by Kurino et al., (1996), who demonstrated that the mitogenic effects of

FGF-2 on cultured glial cells are abolished upon increasing intracellular cAMP levels.

These findings were confirmed and extended with third passage rat cortical glial

proliferation assays showing that both cAMP and the MEK inhibitor, PD98059, clearly

attenuate FGF-2-induced glial proliferation. Moreover, these inhibitory effects of cAMP

alter the competence of glial cells to FGF-2, as indicated by an impressive increase in c-fos

expression in mouse cortical astrocytes exposed to a combination of FGF-2 and dbcAMP

as compared to astrocytes exposed to FGF-2 alone. This alteration in competence not only

occurred in astrocytes in which intracellular cAMP levels were acutely increased by a

dbcAMP/growth factor co-treatment paradigm, but also in cells with sustained elevation of

intracellular cAMP-levels (24-72 h previous to growth factor treatment). The latter findings

gave rise to the question of whether cAMP may be able to 'prime' glial growth factor

response. This notion was not supported by a second set of experiments in which

intracellular cAMP levels of glial cultures were transiently elevated for 24 h with forskolin
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and then challenged with growth factors after a delay of 12-72 h. Astroglia that had cAMP

levels elevated transiently showed no increase in subsequent FGF-2-induced expression of

c-fos as compared to those exposed to FGF-2 without previous intracellular cAMP

elevation. Together, these observations indicate that (i) intracellular cAMP level can

govern the cellular response of astroglia to FGF-2 over time and (ii) these long-term

modulatory effects strictly depend on intracellular cAMP levels and do not involve the

priming of astroglia for the influences of FGF-2.

Recent findings from our laboratory have uncovered one of the functional

consequences that may arise from the cAMP modulation of FGF-2 responsiveness in glial

cells. FGF-2 was found to promote the expression of the glial glutamate transporters GLT-

1 and GLAST only when the MAPK pathway was inhibited with PD98059 (Figiel and

Engele, personal communication). This further reinforces the hypothesis that cAMP can

determine the proliferation/differentiation decision of glia in response to FGF-2. 

4.3.2 Cyclic AMP directs growth factor induced signalling from MAPK to CREB

The actual mechanisms by which cAMP influences glial cell response to FGF-2, as

detailed previously, may be regulated by the modulation of the activity of signalling

pathways. The Raf-MEK-MAPK cascade mediates the mitogenic effects of FGF-2 on CNS

glia (Kurino et al., 1996), while CREB is a signalling molecule downstream of cAMP/PKA

which in turn controls c-fos expression via binding to the cis-regulatory element CRE (Lalli

and Sassone-Corsi, 1994; Schilling et al., 1991). Raf-MAPK-MEK activation by

neurotrophic factors has also been shown to lead to the activation of CREB (Segal and

Greenberg, 1996), and so the link between these two signalling cascades was investigated.

Cyclic AMP inhibited the FGF-2-dependent activation of MAPK activity as indicated by a

reduction in the levels of activated (phosphorylated) Erk1/2 in Western blots from cultures

treated with FGF-2 in combination with cAMP, as compared to blots from cultures treated

with FGF-2 alone. In contrast to inhibiting MAPK activity, elevation of intracellular cAMP

levels has opposite, positive effects on the extent of FGF-2-induced CREB activation, as

well as binding of transcription factors of the CREB family to the CRE. While cortical

astroglial cultures exposed to either FGF-2 or dbcAMP alone exhibited a maximal duration

of CREB phosphorylation of 30 and 15 min respectively, combined treatment increased the

time course of CREB activation to over 50 min, as shown by immunoblot analysis. In

addition, similar increases in transcription factor binding activity to CRE consensus
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oligonucleotides were observed, as demonstrated by the gel shift assay. As it has been

shown that sustained, but not transient, pCREB expression is necessary for subsequent

gene expression (Bito et al., 1996; Hu et al., 1999; Parker et al., 1996), it may be concluded

that cAMP facilitates FGF-2-induced c-fos response in cortical astroglia by affecting the

kinetics of CREB phosphorylation. It is however of note, that in various cellular systems,

activation of CREB for 30 min seems to be sufficient to induce CRE-dependent

transcription (Bonni et al., 1995; Liu and Graybiel, 1996). Consequently, the observed

potentiating effects of cAMP on FGF-2-induced c-fos expression may involve an additional

and/or alternative mechanism(s). CREB binding protein (CBP) is a transcriptional co-

activator, which affects CRE-dependent gene transcription by linking pCREB to the basal

transcription complex (Hardingham et al., 1999; Hu et al., 1999). While in many cell lines,

the transactivation domain of CBP was found to be constitutively active, recent work by

Hu et al. (1999) demonstrated that CBP is a silent transcriptional co-activator in primary

neurones and is activated by extracellular signals. Future studies have to define whether

CBP is also involved in the modulatory effects of cAMP on FGF-2-induced c-fos

expression in CNS glia.

4.3.3 Mechanisms of redirection
Initial inquires as to the mechanism by which cAMP redirects or channels FGF-2

signalling from MAPK to CREB were also undertaken. The activation of a number of

signalling cascades have been reported to result in elevated pCREB levels. Examples

include MAPK-, PKA-, Ca++-, as well as PKC-dependent pathways (Segal and Greeberg,

1996; Shaywitz and Greenberg, 1999). As FGF-2 has also been reported to activate these

signalling cascades (Szebenyi and Fallon, 1999; Finkbeiner et al., 1997; Pursiheimo et al.,

2000), the role of these pathways were investigated. Immunoblot analysis for pCREB

revealed that the observed cAMP redirection of FGF-2 induced pathways in cortical glia

occurs independently of elevations of intracellular Ca++, and that activation of PKC is

probably an upstream event. The Ca++ chelator BAPTA-AM had no inhibitive effects on

FGF-2/cAMP-induced CREB phosphorylation, whilst an increase of pCREB levels was

observed with Gö6983 (PKC inhibitor). Activation of the MAPK pathway by FGF-2 may

occur in a Ras-Raf-dependent or a PLC-PKC-Raf-dependent manner. Therefore, inhibition

of PKC may to some extent also inhibit FGF-2-induced MAPK activation, and may

mimmic the redirecting action of PD98059. In support of previous reports implying that the
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cAMP-induced blockade of Raf1-MAPK is PKA-dependent (Dugan et al., 1999), the PKA

inhibitor H89 substantially inhibited FGF-2/cAMP induced-CREB activation. Other

reports suggest that cAMP is able to directly inhibit Raf-1 through the action of specific

cAMP activated proteins (Kawasaki et al., 1998). The possibility that this mechanism

could account, at least in part, for the observed inhibition of MAPK by cAMP cannot be

excluded.
The experiments carried out here suggest that cAMP is able to redirect FGF-2

signalling in glia, perhaps through the blockade of downstream regulatory mechanisms

(Fig. 25). FGF-2 alone predominantly activates the MAPK pathway with only transient

activation of the CREB pathway. MAPK activation may occur through either PLC-PKC-

Raf, or Ras-Raf dependent mechanisms. FGF-2-induced activation of CREB probably does

not only occur through a PKA-dependent manner, as H89 treatment did not fully inhibit

cAMP/FGF-2-induced CREB phosphorylation. FGF-2-induced CREB activation might

occur through other kinases such as a newly discovered novel FGF-2-activated CREB

kinase recently found in hippocampal cells (Yung Sung et al., 2001). Such kinases may be

regulated by phosphatases that are activated as a downstream consequence of the

stimulation of the MAPK pathway. In the additional presence of cAMP, FGF-2 signalling

is effectively redirected by the inhibition of the MAPK cascade, and thus downstream

regulatory influences that are inhibitory to CREB may be removed. This results in a

sustained CREB/CRE response.
There are a number of studies showing cAMP can regulate, or gate, signal flow of

other signalling pathways (Iyengar, 1996). Examples include positively gating pathways

activated during long term potentiation in hippocampal neurones (Blitzer et al., 1998),

negatively gating sonic hedgehog-induced patterning in the mouse embryo, as well as

negatively gating proliferation in fibroblasts. Cyclic AMP also gates signalling pathways

in glia. Interestingly, not only does cAMP negatively gate one transmittal pathway, in this

case MAPK that leads to proliferation, but also simultaneously positively gates another

transmittal pathway (CREB), that leads to CRE-dependent transcription and processes that

may lead to differentiation.
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Figure 25
Gating of FGF-2 activated pathways by cAMP and PD98059. (A) FGF-2 alone results in increased glial
proliferation mediated by the MAPK pathway. (B) Upon addition of cAMP, FGF-2 signalling pathways are
gated by the inhibition of MAPK and the subsequent promotion of CREB phosphorylation. This results in a
decrease of proliferation, and an increase in CRE-dependent transcription that may be due to the inhibition of
downstream regulatory pathways. (C) This gating effect of cAMP is independent of its ability to induce
CREB phosphorylation through PKA activation as similar effects are in seen when using the specific MAPK
inhibitor PD98059. Arrows indicate positively regulated routes, plungers represent inhibitory pathways.
Thickness of arrows indicate strength of activation/inhibition.
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4.4 Cyclic AMP and regulation of growth factor receptor expression and localisation

4.4.1 FGFRs
Apart from interacting directly at the level of signalling pathways, cAMP may also

influence the response of an astrocyte to FGF-2 at other levels. A potential target for

governing cellular response may be the levels of the relevant receptors. Cultured cortical

astrocytes predominantly express the FGFR1 and the FGFR2, while the FGFR3 is also

expressed to a lesser degree (Reilly et al., 1998). Moreover, the levels of FGFRs are

increased during reactive gliosis (Ballabriga et al., 1997; Reilly and Kumari, 1996).

Therefore, the effect of cAMP treatment on the expression of all three receptor types was

examined. FGFR1 was particularly focused upon as this subtype mediates the mitogenic

action of FGF-2 on astrocytes. Both short (24 h) and long term (72 h) treatment with

dbcAMP resulted in a robust increase in cellular FGFR1 protein levels. These increases in

FGFR1 protein levels were reflected by an increase in FGFR1 mRNA levels after 72 h, but

not after 24 h, suggesting that short-term activation of cAMP-dependent signalling

pathways primarily affects translation and/or the stability of FGFR1 mRNA, whereas long-

term activation promotes FGFR1 expression at both the transcriptional and translational

levels. Additionally, treatment with FGF-2 for up to 72 h led to a reduction of FGFR1

protein levels, confirming previous reports showing ligand dependent down-regulation of

the FGFR1 (Szebenyi and Fallon, 1999). Conversely, both short and long-term cAMP

treatment had little or no effect on the expression levels of FGFR2 and -3. This implies that

these receptors are probably not involved in mediating the mitogenic effects of FGF-2 on

glia, but may be involved in with other aspects of FGF-2 function in glia such as promoting

differentiation decisions.

In addition to being present at the cell membrane, active FGFR1 is also localised to

the nucleus (Stachowiak et al., 1996; Prudovsky et al., 1996; Maher, 1996). Moreover, in

several cell types, including glial cells, the nuclear accumulation of both FGF-2 and

FGFR1 are closely associated with the induction of cell proliferation, implying that nuclear

FGFR1 may play a pivotal role in controlling cell proliferation (Stachowiak et al., 1997a;

Joy et al., 1997). Studying the cellular localisation of FGFR1 in astroglial cultures under

the various treatments did not reveal any evidence that cAMP modulates the mitogenic

effect of FGF-2 by interfering with the compartmentalisation of FGFR1, e.g. inhibiting its

nuclear translocation. Consistent with the previous observation that newly synthesised

FGFR1 can either be directly transported to the nucleus or the cell membrane (Stachowiak
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et al., 1996), dbcAMP increased FGFR1 levels within both the cell membrane and the

nucleus. The additional presence of FGF-2 resulted in a shift of FGFR1 from the cell

membrane to the nucleus, an effect probably due to ligand-induced receptor internalisation

and its subsequent nuclear translocation (Joy et al., 1997; Stachowiak et al., 1996).

4.4.2 EGFR

In addition to FGF-2, TGFα is also a potent glial mitogen which affects the growth

of astroglial cells during both brain development and reactive gliosis. Both factors require

the activation of the MAPK cascade in order to exert their mitogenic activity (Kurino et al.,

1996; Junier, 2000). Regulation of the expression of the specific receptor for TGFα, the

EGFR, by cAMP was also examined in order to find out whether the positive regulation of

receptors as seen with FGFR is a common effect of cAMP.

In contrast to the effects of cAMP on FGFR1 expression, elevating intracellular

cAMP levels in cortical astroglial cells using dbcAMP resulted in a rapid and transient (24

h) decline in EGFR mRNA as well as protein levels. Concurrent activation of cAMP-

dependent signalling pathways also profoundly accelerated the observed TGFα-induced

decrease in astroglial EGFR levels, leading to an almost complete loss of EGFR already

after 24 h. Cyclic AMP, therefore, inhibits mRNA expression and/or stability, and together

with the ligand-induced internalisation leads to a complete blockade of signalling within 24

h. Intriguingly, TGFα was recently found to prolong EGFR expression in A431 cells, a cell

line that overexpresses the EGFR (Ouyang et al., 1999), probably by dissociating from the

EGFR in the low pH of the lysosome, resulting in recycling of the receptor to the

membrane (Ebner and Dernyck, 1991; French et al., 1995; Lenfernick et al., 1998;

Waterman et al., 1998). Although different cell types may exhibit differing interactions

between similar signalling pathways, cAMP may interfere with TGFα-induced EGFR

internalisation in other ways. 
One alternative mechanism by which cAMP may affect EGFR internalisation

involves promoting the formation of receptor heterodimers rather than homodimers. As

cAMP leads to a reduction of EGFR the probability of heterodimer formation increases.

Ligand-receptor complexes containing heterodimers are not as stable as homodimers which

may affect TGFα-induced signalling. Whereas EGFR homodimers are rapidly internalised

upon ligand binding, EGFR-ErbB2 heterodimers fail to undergo ligand-induced

endocytosis (Wang et al., 1999). Cyclic AMP could certainly increase the possibility of
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heterodimerisation by reducing the levels of EGFR in relation to other erbB receptors.

4.5 Cyclic AMP regulation of growth factor response in glia

The present findings, together with those from other reports (Kurino et al., 1996)

suggest that cAMP differentially controls glial cellular response to TGFα and FGF-2. In

the case of TGFα, (i) cAMP directly interferes with the activity of the MAPK cascade,

thereby inhibiting cell proliferation and (ii) quickly and completely inhibits EGFR

expression and therefore EGFR mediated cell signalling through the regulation of

internalisation and degradation processes. In contrast, cAMP controls glial cell response to

FGF-2 by directly inhibiting the MAP kinase cascade while redirecting signalling through

CREB and CRE-dependent transcription pathways. Additionally, long term activation of

cAMP-dependent signalling pathways in astroglia promotes FGFR1 expression. 
The improved understanding of the mechanisms controlling the mitogenic effects of

FGF-2 and TGFα could help to promote neuronal regeneration after brain injury by

influencing glial scar formation and to interfere with the conditions of aberrant cell growth.

Future studies should focus on the identification of the physiological factors that are

responsible for these regulatory effects on glial growth factor expression and signalling.

Initial experiments show that the steroid, oestrogen is able induce increases in FGFR1

levels in glia, though is unable to accelerate TGFα-induced EGFR depletion in a manner

similar to cAMP (personal observations).

4.6 Regulation of neuronal survival

4.6.1 Requirement of additional signals to promote the induction of dopaminergic

neuronal survival by neurotrophins

BDNF and NT-3 have been shown to have only minor effects on dopaminergic cell

survival (Engele, 1998). Time course studies confirmed these findings, showing that these

factors alone or in combination only induce small increases of dopaminergic neuronal

survival after 6 DIV. Delaying growth factor treatment until the second DIV, resulted in an

onset of survival promoting effects already by the third DIV, therefore indicating that

additional signals, not present in the first few days of culture, were needed to promote

growth factor induced survival.

A number of potential signals that could promote the actions of BDNF and NT-3

were tested. Both the PKA activator, dbcAMP, and NMDA in combination with BDNF
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promoted the survival of dopaminergic neurones, whilst the PKC activator TPA had no

effect. Modulating plating density, i.e. decreasing the degree of cellular interaction in

mesencephalic cultures did not interfere with the co-operative effects of dbcAMP or

NMDA and BDNF or NT-3 on dopaminergic cell survival. Together this suggests that both

glutamate, via activation of NMDA receptors (Mereu et al., 1991), and dbcAMP directly

modulate the responsiveness of dopaminergic neurones to neurotrophins.

In the intact brain, glutamatergic projections into the substantia nigra predominantly

originate from the subthalamic nucleus and the peduncolopontine nucleus (Alexander and

Crutcher, 1990). These projections are integral parts of the basal ganglia circuits and play a

crucial role in the control of motor functions. Observations here, that glutamate (NMDA)

enables both BDNF and NT-3 to promote dopaminergic cell survival suggest that

innervation of dopaminergic neurones by glutamatergic fibres is essential for their survival

during development and in the adult brain. It is interesting to note that in the intact brain,

major dopaminergic cell death occurs between E17 and P7, a developmental stage during

which basal ganglia circuits are actively established (Engele and Bayatti, 1999). 

The extracellular factor(s) interfering with the survival promoting action of

neurotrophins on dopaminergic neurones via cAMP/PKA-dependent signalling pathways

remain to be identified. Candidates are TGFβ-2 and -3 which have been recently found to

potentiate the survival promoting effects of GDNF on midbrain dopaminergic neurones

(Krieglstein et al., 1998), an effect mimicked by dbcAMP (Engele and Franke, 1996).

Other potential 'co-factors' are neurotensin, pituitary adenylate cyclase-activating

polypeptide, or steroid hormones, which all use cAMP as a second messenger and are

known to act on midbrain dopaminergic neurones (Beyer, 1999; Brouard et al., 1992; Takei

et al., 1998). Although NMDA receptor-mediated neuronal depolarisation leads to the

activation cAMP/PKA pathways (Chetkovich et al., 1991), initial experiments revealed

that the co-operative effects seen with NMDA and neurotrophins on dopaminergic cell

survival are not sensitive to the PKA inhibitor, H89, and hence involve signalling pathways

other than cAMP/PKA (Engele, personal communication).

4.6.2 Neurotrophins and other extracellular signals co-operate in a neurone-specific

manner 

The activity-dependent mode of action of neurotrophins is not specific for midbrain

dopaminergic neurones and seems to apply for several other populations of CNS neurones.
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Both BDNF and NT-3 showed robust survival effects on cortical and cerebellar neurones in

assay cultures plated at high cellular plating densities. Interestingly, NT-3 completely failed

to affect neuronal survival at low plating densities. Similarly, BDNF failed to induce

survival in low density cortical cultures, whereas it promoted the survival of cerebellar

neurones independent of the plating density. This suggests that the survival response of

both cortical and cerebellar neurones to distinct neurotrophins depends on additional

(culture intrinsic) signals. Similarly, Meyer-Franke et al., (1995) observed that

neurotrophins promote the survival of retinal ganglion cells only upon activation of

additional signalling pathways. Using low density cultures to define the conditions under

which neurotrophins efficiently promote cortical and cerebellar cell survival further

provided evidence for a brain region-specific modulation of the responsiveness of CNS

neurones to both neurotrophins. In cerebellar cultures, the survival promoting actions of

both NT-3 and BDNF were clearly induced or potentiated with dbcAMP, but not with

NMDA. In case of cortical neurones, both NMDA and dbcAMP failed to assist NT-3 and

BDNF in promoting neuronal survival. However, cortical cell survival improved with

elevated potassium, an effect previously shown to depend on the induction of an

autocrine/paracrine BDNF loop (Ghosh et al., 1994). This finding together with the

observation that BDNF alone does not affect cortical cell survival suggests that the

potassium-dependent activation of voltage-sensitive calcium channels not only induces the

synthesis of BDNF in cortical neurones, but also enables these neurones to respond to

neurotrophins with an increase in cell survival.

4.6.3 Mechanisms underlying the co-operative effects of neurotrophins and other

signals on the survival of CNS neurones

To date, several mechanisms have been described by which growth factors and

other extracellular signals co-operate. One of the best characterised co-operative effects is

that of NGF or EGF and cAMP on neurite outgrowth in PC12 cells which depends on a

cross-coupling of signalling pathways activated by the various factors (Frödin et al., 1994).

In addition, it has been demonstrated that depolarisation of MAH cells enhances neuronal

responsiveness to neurotrophins by promoting the expression of trkA receptors (Birren et

al., 1992). While basically both mechanisms could play a role, it has to be stressed that the

co-operative effects of neurotrophins and dbcAMP on the survival of both mesencephalic

dopaminergic neurones and cerebellar neurones were reflected by synergistic effects of
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these substances on c-fos expression. Cellular c-fos response occurs very rapidly and hence

predominantly involves pre-existing growth factor receptors. Thus, it can be suggested that

the prime mechanism underlying the observed co-operative effects on neuronal survival is

a cross coupling of signalling pathways activated by the various substances. However, the

possibility that the actual cross coupling of signalling pathways is preceded by the cAMP

and/or depolarisation-induced translocation of respective trk receptors from intracellular

stores to the cell membrane can presently not be dismissed (Meyer-Franke et al., 1998).

Future studies may start to identify the actual signalling pathways involved, though in the

case of dopaminergic mesencephalic neurones this could be difficult as the number of TH-

expressing cells consist of less than 1% of total cell numbers in the cultures (Engele and

Bohn, 1991).
The differential effects on neuronal survival exhibited here shows that similar

factors applied to different neuronal populations probably results in neurone-type-specific

signalling. Therefore, signalling pathways that mediate neuronal survival such as the PI3K-

Akt-NFκB pathway may be activated by NT-3 in cerebellar neurones, while precisely these

pathways are not activated in cortical cultures. Downstream effects of neurone-type-

specific signalling may also result in the promotion of survival through either the inhibition

of specific components of the apoptotic pathway such as GSK3, Forkhead/FasL, and p53,

or by promoting the action of anti-apoptotic proteins such as Bcl-2 (Kaplan and Miller,

2000).

4.6.4 Subtypes of neurotrophin-responsive neurones

Based on the above findings it may be postulated that at least two groups of

neurotrophin-responsive neurones exist. For one group, stimulation with neurotrophins

alone seems to be sufficient to promote survival and morphological differentiation. This

group comprises several populations of peripheral neurones such as sensory and

sympathetic neurones (Lewin and Barde, 1996, for review), as well as cerebellar granule

cells which showed a survival response when exposed to BDNF alone. A second group of

neurones only respond to neurotrophins in the presence of additional extracellular signals.

This mode of action seems to apply for mesencephalic dopaminergic neurones, cortical

neurones (see also McAllister et al., 1996), and retinal ganglion cells (Meyer-Franke et al.,

1995). These different mechanisms could at least in part account for some of the

discrepancies previously observed for the survival promoting actions of neurotrophins on
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peripheral ganglia and CNS neurones. Defining the requirements controlling survival of

individual neuronal cell types could be essential for the future development of efficient

growth factor-based strategies in the therapy of certain neurodegenerative disorders.

4.7 Co-operative effects in the CNS

Since the recent publishing of the smaller than expected human genome, it is clear

that single gene products must co-operate in order to carry out multiple functions.

Therefore, the current focus of experimental analysis must change. Instead of the

examination of single factors activating single signalling pathways that exert defined

effects, the action of multiple factors, multiple pathways and even multiple effects must

also be analysed.
Findings shown here clearly indicate that in both glia and neurones co-operative

effects between extracellular signals are necessary in order to mediate growth factor

function. BDNF or NT-3 can act as survival promoting factors in concert with factors such

as cAMP or NMDA. FGF-2 is able to act as a proliferating factor alone, but when gated by

cAMP, is redirected to become a differentiating factor. Observations regarding co-

operative effects are also starting to emerge with other growth factors. IGF-1, a prime

example, is able to promote the survival of a number of types of CNS neurones (Bozyczko-

Coyne et al., 1993), yet is only able to save cerebellar neurones from low potassium-

induced apoptosis with cAMP (D'Mello et al., 1993), or promote survival in lesioned

dopaminergic neurones in conjunction with FGF-2 (Clarkson et al., 2001). IGF-1 and

oestrogen receptors are both required to protect kainate-treated hippocampal neurones

(Azcoitia et al., 1999). Another example, GDNF, was originally characterised as a

neuroprotective factor for midbrain dopaminergic neurones (Lin et al., 1993), although it

has only been recently found to exert its full neurotrophic potential on the same neurones if

TGFβ were also present (Krigelstein et al., 1998). In all of these reports cross-talk between

signalling pathways has been implicated, though in most cases the only readout presented

is neuronal survival.

Scientific investigators are, therefore, only starting to concentrate on examining the

immensely complicated interactions between extracellular factors. These interactions may

occur on a number of levels. In addition to signalling, it has been shown in this study that

interactions between factors may take place at the level of receptor expression, as well as

induction of transcription. Cells are complex multitasking organisms that must adapt to
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environmental changes in order to grow, differentiate or survive. Although there are many

levels of possible interactions, modulation of cell signalling pathways may be the only way

to enable the complexity required to regulate homeostasis after such changes in the

environment. Most cell signalling components have probably been identified and the

challenge in the future would be to characterise how they interact.
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5. Summary

The development of the CNS involves complex processes and mechanisms requiring a

multitude of epigentic factors. Even single epigenetic factors themselves often have diverse

effects on the same cells. FGF-2, for example, is a potent mitogen and differentiation factor

for astroglia during both the development and regeneration of the CNS, while the

neurotrophin BDNF can induce synaptic activation, growth of dendrites, and promote

survival of neurones. The mechanisms by which these factors can exert multiple effects

are presently not well defined. Therefore, it is hypothesised here that additional factors are

required to serve a modulating role. Two systems from the nervous system are studied (i)

the effects of additional signals, specifically cAMP, on the function, and signalling of FGF-

2 in glia cells, and (ii) effects of similar factors on neurotrophin-induced survival in CNS

neurones.

Evidence is provided here that cAMP is an important modulator of glial function,

by acting as a switch between processes such as FGF-2-induced proliferation and CRE-

dependent transcription. This switching action of cAMP was found to occur at the level of

signalling by redirecting FGF-2 activated signalling pathways from MAPK to CREB as

demonstrated by Western blot analysis. Specifically, cAMP inhibited FGF-2-induced

MAPK activation, while promoting and increasing the duration of FGF-2-induced CREB

phosphorylation. This effect was mirrored in gel shift assays exhibiting similar increases in

the duration of transcription factor binding to the CRE. As the specific MAPK inhibitor

PD98059 also redirected FGF signalling in a similar manner it can be concluded that the

inhibition of MAPK is an important event in the regulation of FGF-2-induced CREB

signalling. In addition to affecting growth factor-induced signalling pathways, additional

factors may also influence the function of a growth factor on a glial cell by altering growth

factor expression and cellular localisation. As both FGF-2 and TGFα are potent glial

mitogens which affect the growth of astroglial cells, the effects of cAMP on the respective

FGF-2 and TGFα receptors were examined. Increasing intracellular cAMP levels in

cortical CNS glia stimulated the expression of both FGFR1 mRNA and protein levels,

without prevention of translocation of the receptor to the nucleus (an event required to

induce proliferation), while FGFR2 and FGFR3 protein levels were unaffected. In contrast,

similar treatment accelerated the total ligand induced depletion of EGFR. This indicates

that cAMP is further able to influence and discriminate the competence of a cell to the
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actions of specific growth factors by different mechanisms. Whereas cAMP seems to

interfere with the mitogenic effects of TGFα on astroglial cells by affecting (inhibiting)

both the expression and the signalling of the EGFR, the modulatory effects of cAMP on

FGF-2-induced proliferation seem to solely result from an inhibition of receptor signalling

pathways.

Although the neurotrophins BDNF and NT-3 have been recognized as potent

survival factors for distinct neuronal populations in the peripheral nervous system, they

seem to have only minor effects on the survival of CNS neurons. In this study, evidence is

provided that BDNF and NT-3 require distinct additional signals in order to effectively

promote the survival of several established populations of target neurons in the CNS. In

dissociated cell cultures of the embryonic rat mesencephalon, BDNF promoted

dopaminergic cell survival only after a delay of several days. Even after prolonged

cultivation, survival promoting effects were completely absent with NT-3. Irrespective of

the cultivation time, survival promoting effects of both BDNF and NT-3 on dopaminergic

neurones were induced or potentiated upon simultaneous depolarisation of cultured

mesencephalic cells with NMDA or upon activation of cAMP/PKA-dependent signalling

pathways with dbcAMP. Dibutryl cAMP, but not NMDA, also potentiated or induced the

survival promoting effects of BDNF and NT-3 on cultured cerebellar granule cells. None of

these substances, either alone or in combination, affected the survival of cultured cortical

neurones. However, cortical cell survival increased upon depolarisation with elevated

potassium; an effect known to involve the induction of an autocrine BDNF loop. In both

cerebellar and mesencephalic neurones, but not in cortical neurones, dbcAMP also

potentiated neurotrophin-induced c-fos response, indicating intimate cross-coupling of

signalling pathways activated by these different factors. Together, these findings suggest

that in CNS neurones, neurotrophins preferentially promote the survival of functionally

active neurones and that the neuronal response to neurotrophins is modulated in a brain

region-specific manner.

It is becoming clear that co-operation between extracellular signals is required in

the CNS in order to account for the optimal function(s) exhibited by any particular growth

factor. In order to further reveal the complex mechanisms involved in developmental and

regenerative processes, deeper understanding of such interactions are required.
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